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  Eighth Session, Commencing at 2.30 pm  

   STAMPS 

    

 2301* 
  Australia,   5/- kangaroo, 2nd wmk.   Very fi ne, well centred, 
LHM.   

 $1,400 

    

 2302* 
  Australia,   5/- kangaroo, 3rd wmk.   Very fi ne, well centred, 
LHM.   

 $400 

    

part

 2303* 
  Australia,   KGV, one penny red, corner unit with variety, 
broken frame under N in one, Cooke 1915 issue, Pane VIII, 
position 60; KGVI defi nitive 1937 6d kooka, John Ash 
imprint block of 4, perf 13 1/2 x 14. MUH.   (2 items)   

 $100 

    

 2304* 
  Australia,   1/- Anzac, black Proof with Perf. 13 1/2 x 12, 
an unmounted well centred marginal example, BW 165PP.   
MUH and very rare.    

 $2,500 

 Lot includes enlarged colour illustration and description details. 

    

 

 part

2305* 
  Australia,   1938-1949 robes imprint blocks of 4, 5/- thin 
paper, another tinted paper, both by Authority, 10/- by 
Authority, thin paper, another with thick paper, one pound 
by John Ash thick paper and thin paper by Authority.   All 
well centred MUH.  (24, 6 imprint blocks)   

 $1,000 
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 2306* 
  Australia,   1938 robes lower sheet and block of 8 one pound, 
thick paper with imprint by John Ash in lower left corner.   
Well centred, MUH.  (8)  

 $500 

    

part

 2307* 
  Australia,   1938-1949 robes upper corner blocks of 4, 10/- 
thin paper, another one pound thin paper by Authority.   All 
well centred, MUH.  (8)  

 $400 

   

      

part

 2308* 
  Australia,   collection of Australian pre-decimal issues in a 
Hingeless Australian Stamp Albums by Seven Seas Stamps, 
issues from 1913-1965, noted, Kangaroos 1st and 3rd wmk 
to 1/-, 2/- (3) 1st wmk used OS, SM and CofA issues to 2/-, 
5/- used, 6d OS both wmks, KGV complete together with 
OS, and with some used included, 3d kooka MS, complete 
commems including KS with OS overprint, 5/- bridge fi ne 
mint, KGVI issues complete, includes robes thick and thin 
paper, arms set complete, navigators complete including 
paper colours.   Many MUH, some mint and a few fi ne used.  
(100s)  

 $1,500 

   2309* 
  Australia,   accumulation of Australian pre-decimal issues in 
a folder fi lled with Hagner sheets, issues from 1913-1965, 
noted, commems in quantity from 1927, including used KS 
with OS overprint, 6d KS OS (5), several commem imprint 
and plate pairs and blocks of low value issues, kangaroos to 
5/- mint, a range of KGV (some in blocks) and KGVI issues 
with much duplication, AAT issues mostly MUH, includes 
robes thick and thin papers to 10/- including 10/- specimens 
(2), arms sets (2) complete, etc. Some MUH, many mint and 
used.   (many 100s)   

 $600 

   2310 
  Australia,   collection housed in spring-back stamp album 
containing predecimal mostly 1940 - 1965 these mostly 
MUH, some as blocks of 4, however in addition robes set of 
3 mixed papers, arms set of 4, navigators set of 7, Kingsford 
Smith sets with some extras, used 3d green 1929 airmail 
(10); Victoria two pence full length imperfs (3) most short 
on margins and a collection of Heligoland mint (26) on four 
pages. MUH, mint and used.   (approx  300)  

 $250 

   2311 
  Australia,   c1970-1988, assorted full and part sheets, blocks, 
including Christmas 1971 pane of twenty fi ve stamps, values 
three cents - sixty fi ve cents, FV approx $1800.   In two 
folders, MUH.  (100s)  

 $800 

   2312 
  Australia,   large vinyl sheet album with decimal and pre-
decimal issues in sheet and part sheet form, noted block of 
34, 2d on 1 1/2d KGV; 2d KGV block of 12; half sheet of 40 
of 1 1/2d Canberra; others of Gloucester, Peace and Mitchell 
mostly as part sheets of various values, 1/2d kangaroo no 
wmk full sheets (2) and part sheets; blocks of 40 + 19, 5d 
ram; 4d koala in four blocks (94); 1/-1/2d KGVI block of 31; 
2d KGVI with tree, block of 80 and 64 in one large sheet, 
1/6 50 years in blocks of 42, 33 and 9; and sheet of young 
farmers, etc.   MUH.  (100s)   

 $120 

   2313 
  Australia,   decimal, 1966-1981, mixed quantities of assorted 
issues, full and part sheets, blocks of four, pairs, singles, one 
cent - ten dollars, includes Navigators, Christmas 1971 pane 
of twenty fi ve stamps, Australian Paintings, 1974-1979, FV 
approx $2300.   MUH.  (100s)  

 $1,000 

   2314 
  Australia,   collection of Australian decimal issues in two 
Hingeless Australian Stamp Albums by Seven Seas Stamps, 
issues from 1966-1998, noted 7c Xmas blocks of 25 and 7, 
the collection appears complete includes M/S a few booklets, 
peel and stick issues etc.   MUH.  (100s)  

 $500 

   2315 
  Australia,   decimals, 1966-1987, incomplete; also vending 
machine postage labels, contained in four albums; Australian 
Antarctic Territory, album containing stamps, FDCs, 
Australia Post pack.   Used - MUH.  (100s)  

 $150 
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   2316 
  Australia,   decimal issues, Australia Post animal collection 
1981 (2); one album of MUH (FV $200); fi ve albums of 
used; also small selection from Christmas island, Nauru, 
Norfolk Island, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea.   Used 
- MUH.  (100s)  

 $170 

   2317 
  Australia,   Post Offi ce Annuals, 1981-1990, 1990/1991, 
1991/1992, 1992; also Australian Bicentennial Collection 
1988, The Colonial Collection, Australia/Britain/New 
Zealand/USA.   MUH.  (16)  

 $300 

   2318 
  Australia,   Australia Post year books 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 
1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, together with a collection of stamp 
replica cards, issued from 1980's to mid 1990's stored in 
folder and replica card album.   MUH.  (lot)   

 $150 

   2319 
  Australia,   Australia Post year books 1981 (2), 1982, 1983, 
1984, 1985, 1988, together with Golden Jubilee book 
and stamps and postcards, QEII 80th birthday, Australian 
Impressionists, Prime Ministers, PNC for Royal Visit, EII 
Coronation 50c; a few other MUH etc.   MUH and used.  
(lot)   

 $100 

   2320 
  Australia,   PO year book sets 1981, 1989, 1992, together 
with Seven Seas Stamps, hingeless albums for Australia and 
New Zealand (EII), Australia with MUH from 1971-1983 
together with scattered used issues including pre-decimal; 
New Zealand with a scattered selection of MUH from 1979-
1983 and a few earlier, noted 1969 NZ health M/S.   MUH 
and used.  (100s)  

 $120 

   2321 
  Australia,   offi cial Expo 88 Collection of Pavilion Postmarks, 
in offi cial album with 63 covers each with postmark for a 
different participating country.   Uncirculated, as issued in 
original delivery box.   

 $50 

   2322 
  Australia,   in a box, Australia Post books with stamps, The 
Colonial Collection in folder (3); In Focus; Stage and Screen; 
Australian Impressionists; The Home Front; together with 
FDC with heavy duplication (approx.200); used stamps in 
bundles.   MUH, used.  (1000s)  

 $50 

   2323 
  Australia,   Australia Post year books, 1981 (3, one lacking 
stamps); 1989, 1995, 1996, 2010 (2); 1992-1993 Collectors 
Year book of Booklets and self - adhesive stamps (2); Special 
folders and books of issue including Golden Days of Radio 
(2), The Colonial Collection (4); All Aboard (2); Art of Our 
Country (2); Home Front (2); Stage and Screen (2); Women 
of Oz (2, one empty); Gold Seekers (2); War and Peace; 
In Focus; Surf Lifesavers; Post Offi ce packs from 1990-
2000's (18) with duplication; Booklets (10) c.2000's with 
duplication; AP cards; and Australian Territories collection 
1995.   MUH and used.  (lot)  

 $300 

   2324 
  Australia,   Australia Post, pack sets (220) in folders stored 
in 4 FDC albums, together a small range of FDC and PNC 
(3) including Golden Accession Jubilee and Golden Jubilee 
2002 and 2003.   MUH.  (lot)    

 $150 

   2325 
  Australia,   Australian Bicentennial Collection 1788-1988; 
with cased albums and books in four large boxes, together 
with stamp sets separate and counted, The First Australians 
(37); The First Fleet short sets Landing 1788 (38); large 
sets Departure/Teneriffe (41); Rio de Janeiro/Cape of Good 
Hope (41); Botany Bay (38); Sydney Cove 1788-1809 (38); 
Navigators and Shipwrecks (38).   MUH.  (271 sets)  

 $350 

   2326 
  Australia,   Australia Post, pack sets (178) in folders stored 
in 3 FDC albums, together a small range of FDC and PNC 
most issues from 1990's-2000's.   MUH.  (lot)    

 $120 

   2327 
  Australia,   1964-2000, incomplete, Post Offi ce packs, First 
Day Covers, pre stamped envelopes, letter cards, in two 
albums and loose.   Used - MUH.  (100s)  

 $150 

   2328 
  Australia,   Post Offi ce packs, 1969-1988.   In three brown 
albums, MUH.  (175)  

 $200 

   2329 
  Australia,   Post Offi ce Packs (195) 1975-1993 (FV $170); 
First Day Covers, 1967-1983; booklets and pre stamped 
envelopes.   Used - MUH.  (100s)  

 $200 

   2330 
  Australia,   Decimal c.1980's Australia Post stamp packs (67), 
together with MUH singles and part sheets (FV $95); a few 
FDC and a quantity of used mostly Australian stamps mostly 
on paper, and a quantity of AP Stamp Bulletins.   MUH and 
used.  (100s)  

 $80 

   2331 
  Australia,   mint sheet books (including several new empty 
sheet books) of Australian stamps with mostly mint sheets, 
part sheets or M/S, including a full sheet of 100 of 7c 1971 
Xmas, mostly 1970's - 1980's (FV $5150+), noted AAT 
including pre-decimal 5d part sheets.   MUH.  (1000s)   

 $2,500 

   2332 
  Australia,   First Day covers, a good range of decimal to 2000, 
includes AAT base issues and other covers in 9 large standard 
cliplock fi rst cover albums.   Used.  (100s)   

 $80 

   2333 
  Australia,   used sorted decimal and pre-decimal from 1920's 
stored in 8 large Chinese albums, much duplication.   Used.  
(1000s)    

 $40 
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   2334 
  Australia,   maxi cards, 1995 (55), 1996 (66) all fi rst day of 
issue sets.   Uncirculated.  (121)  

 $60 

   2335 
  Australian Antarctic Territory,   collection of Antarctic pre-
decimal and decimal issues on hingeless Seven Seas Stamps 
leaves, issues from 1957-1998, together with Scientifi c 
Co-operation in the Seventh Continent book and stamps. 
MUH.   (approx  100)  

 $50 

   2336 
  Fight covers:   First Offi cial Air Mail - New Guinea - Australia 
per VH-UXX 'Faith In Australia' C.T.P.Ulm, Commander, 
cover with signatures of Lt C.T.P.Ulm, G.U. 'Scotty' Allan, 
R.N.Boulton, J.R.Halligan and Barry Young, also note by 
Frank Mitchell requesting Scotty Allan sign the cover and a 
return note; other covers for Australia - Karachi - London Air 
Mail per 'Moreton Bay' 3 Sep 1931 and Adelaide - Fremantle 
- Karachi - London Air Mail, 10 Oct 1930.   The fi rst with 
some foxing, the last with cover only, used.  (3)  

 $100 

 C.T.P.Ulm was the pilot, Scotty Young the co-pilot/radio operator, 
R.N.Boulton the engineer, J.R.Halligan a chart/map maker; and Barry Young 
was documenting the fl ight on movie for Cinesound Productions.  

   2337 
  France,   Document Philatelique Serie Artistique, a series of 
card folders (39) featuring commemorative events, famous 
people or places in French history, inside each folder with 
postmarked stamps issued for the commemoration, 1965-
1970s, all cards in French text, also some individual philatelic 
cards and a copy of a French newspaper front page headlining 
the cessation of WWI hostilities in France.   Some with foxing, 
stamps used and cards mostly extremely fi ne.  (approx 50)  

 $100 

    

 2338* 
  Great Britain,   1840, one penny, grey-black, plate 2 (SG 
3).   Full four margins, cancelled with a red Maltese Cross, 
superb used.    

 $200 

 Ex Rodney A. Perry, Melbourne, 28.4.1976, on his carded description. 

    

 2339* 
  Great Britain,   1840 penny black, black Maltese cross cancel 
with full margins, RHS slighty cut into at base, on piece, 
(SG 2).   Used.    

 $80 

    

 2340* 
  Great Britain,   1840 pair of two penny stamps, deep blue, 
black Maltese cross cancel with partial margins, LHS cut 
into edge, at base very close, on large piece with address 
and red diamond post mark with date 18 NO [18]43, from 
Newport to Dublin, (SG 3).   Used.    

 $150 

               

part

 2341* 
  Great Britain,   1840, one penny, blacks (2), (SG 2). One with 
four margins (one close) and cancelled with a red Maltese 
Cross, the other cancelled with black Maltese Cross with 
cut into or close to edge margins; 1841 two pence blue (SG 
14), very large margins with two edges showing portions of 
adjoining stamps.   First and last fi ne to superb used, second 
fair used.  (3)  

 $250 

    

part

 2342* 
  Great Britain,   1841 1d red-brown, imperf., on cover with 
various post marks dated Jan 23, 1854 (SG 8); another on 
cover, perf., 1854 1d red brown on blue paper (SG 17) dated 
My 6, 1854; 1883 2/6 lilac on white paper, wmk. anchor, 
(SG 178), fi ne used; Egypt, British Forces in Egypt, 1932-3, 
one piastre 'Letter Seal, (SG A2), mint with hinge. The last 
illustrated.   Mint and used.  (4)  

 $80 
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   2343 
  Great Britain,   Queen Victoria, envelopes fi xed with two x 
2d blue 1841 issue with date stamps Bury St Edmunds OC 
24 1848 and Colchester OC 24 1848; and circular stamps 
626?; another 1841 issue fi xed with 1d red brown with black 
Maltese cross post mark with date stamps Ipswich NO 28 
1842 and Bury St Edmunds NO 29 1842; both addressed 
to a J.H. Bolton, Clerk of the Peace, Bury St Edmunds.   Fine 
used.  (2)  

 $100 

   2344 
  Great Britain,   Queen Victoria, 1d rose red, perf 14 wmk. 
with large crown, block of IJ-JK, die number 140. Top two in 
block with hinge mark, with original gum.   Mint/MUH.  (4)  

 $50 

    

 2345* 
  Great Britain,   Queen Victoria, 1854-1857, blued paper, perf 
16, wmk. with small crown, strip of 4, DB-DE, die II, deep 
red brown, (SG 21 variant).   Used.  (4)  

 $100 

    

part

 2346* 
  Great Britain,   King George V, 1934, sea horses, 2/6, 5/- and 
10/-, wmk. single cypher.   Fine, LHM.  (3)  

 $400 

   2347 
  Israel,   collection of c1980's M/S, blocks of issues and 
singles, housed in large clip-lock stock book with Lucidiview 
banknote sheets for holding stamps.   MUH.  (100's)   

 $50 

    

 2348* 
  New Zealand,   1856, Imperf, 2d blue on blue (Richardson 
print) SG 5, (CP A2b [1], $10000 for mint).   Three clear 
margins, one just cut into edge, unused no gum.    

 $200 

    

 2349* 
  New Zealand,   1857, Imperf, 2d blue on white paper 
(Richardson print) SG 10, (CP A2c [3], $2250).   Four clear 
margins, mint, hinged with gum.    

 $400 

    

 2350* 
  New Zealand,   1856, Imperf, 6d brown, no wmk. (Richardson 
print) SG 13, (CP A5a [4], $800 for fi ne used).   Four margins, 
all relatively tight, fi ne used.    

 $100 

    

 2351* 
  New Zealand,   1862, Imperf, 1d vermilion, wmk. star (Davies 
print) SG 34, (CP A1e [3], $1000 for mint).   Four clear 
margins, unused no gum.    

 $150 

    

 2352* 
  New Zealand,   1862, Imperf, 3d brown-lilac, wmk. star 
(Davies print) SG 40, (CP A3a [1], $1350 for mint).   Four 
clear margins, trace of gum on back.    

 $200 

    

 2353* 
  New Zealand,   1856, Imperf, 6d brown, wmk. star (Davies 
print) SG 42, (CP A5b [3], $5000 for mint).   Almost all four 
margins, one just cut into corner, unused no gum.    

 $200 
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   2354 
  New Zealand,   1862 Imperf. 1d, 2d, 1/- (2). all star wmk, last 
NZ wmk. (Davies print shades) SG 33, 36, 45, 100.   First 
two with full margins, both 1/- issues with three margins, 
mostly fi ne used.  (4)   

 $120 

   2355 
  New Zealand,   1864-1867, 1d (3, one as a pair), 2d (4), 2d 
cardboard reprint black as a block of (16), star Wmk., perf. 
12 1/2, SG 70?, 111, 112, 113, 115 (2).   Fair - fi ne used, two 
damaged.  (23)  

 $80 

   2356 
  New Zealand,   1878 2d rose sideface, probably nearly 12 perf 
(SG 158, CP (C2d $400); 1925 Dunedin Exhibition set used 
with extra 1d, (SG 463-465); 1927 KGV 2/- (16), (SG 466 
[1], 469 [15]); 3/- (4) (SG 470).   Mostly heavy postmarks, 
used, fi rst rare.  (25)  

 $50 

    

 2357* 
  New Zealand,   1898 Pictorial 5/-, no wmk. perf. 14 1/2, 
(SG 259, CP E21a).   Trace of hinge on selvege, otherwise 
MUH.    

 $200 

   2358 
  New Zealand,   1898 Pictorial 5/-, perf. 14, wmk. sideways 
(SG 329, CP E21e).   Hinge remains, otherwise unused.   

 $80 

    

part

 2359* 
  New Zealand,   1906, Christchurch Exhibition set to 6d, (SG 
370-373, ACS 66-69).   Mint with heavy hinges.  (4)   

 $150 

   2360 
  New Zealand,   mint Edward VII type set 1/2d - 1/- (4d orange 
red and orange); mint George V type set 1 1/2d to 1/- (both 
colours of 2d, 4d, 8d) together with edge block of 4 of 1 1/d; 
used vertical pairs of 6d and 9d and mint pair of 8d; together 
with 1925 Dunedin Exhibition set and extras of 1/2d (2), 1d, 
(SG 270-273).   All appear as hinged and mint.  (40)  

 $150 

    

part

 2361* 
  New Zealand,   1913, part Auckland Exhibition set, (ACS 92-
93, 95) (no 3d), with extras of 1/2d (3) and 1d.   Mint.  (7)   

 $100 

   2362 
  New Zealand,   KGV 1/d - 3d surface printed (ACS 117-121); 
Offi cials 3d (2), 4d, 6d, 8d, 9d and 1/- (ACS 111-116); used 
set 3d - 1/- extra 4d and 6d, (ACS 111-116); surface printed 
1/2d to 3d mint (4) and used (7) (ACS 122-126); KGV 2/- 
both colours mint (SG 466, 469), 2/- used (SG 469); 1d (8), 
offi cial 2d (3); 5/- arms offi cial (2) used; others used 1/- KEVII 
Offi cial and 1 1/2d Offi cial missing dot after offi cial (CP 
K016a).   Mint and used.  (50)   

 $80 

   2363 
  New Zealand,   1920 Victory set 1/2 - 1/- (ACS 130-2, 134-6), 
Mint; 1935 Pictorials complete missing 1d and 3d, several 
extras (mostly MUH); Offi cials, 1 1/2d Maori block of 4, 8d 
1940 centennial.   Mostly MUH, some mint.  (29)  

 $70 

          

 2364* 
  New Zealand,   Health stamps, 1931, Red and Blue smiling 
boys, 1d and 2d, ACS H3-H4.   MUH.  (2)   

 $120 

   2365 
  New Zealand,   Health stamps, 1931, Red and Blue smiling 
boys, 1d and 2d, ACS H3-H4.   Mint, hinged.  (2)   

 $80 

   2366 
  New Zealand,   Health stamps, 1931, two pairs of Red and 
Blue smiling boys, 1d and 2d, ACS H3-H4.   Mint, hinged.  
(4)   

 $150 
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 2367* 
  New Zealand,   Health stamps, 1931, Red and Blue smiling 
boys, 1d and 2d, ACS H3-H4.   Fine used.  (2)   

 $80 

   2368 
  New Zealand,   Health stamps, 1931, Red and Blue smiling 
boys, 1d and 2d, ACS H3-H4.   Used.  (2)   

 $70 

   2369 
  New Zealand,   assorted varieties 1/- KGVI block of 4 (Plate 
1) with a broken E in revenue, another 2/- green fl aw 
variety (CPMFV15a[a]); 1935 1d Health (keyhole) strip 
of 3; assorted 2d kaka beak block of 18 used with variety 
(CPOV3f), another with single with this variety; others 
with varieties as pairs (CPOV3b); 3c kowhai with fl aw in 
3; others with minor described varieties on 2c, 2 1/2c, 3c, 
4c and 8c (2); $3 (2) with perf 13 3/4 x 14.    MUH, Mint 
and used.  (lot)  

 $80 

    

 2370* 
  New Zealand,   1958, block of 4, 2d on 1 1/2d lake brown 
QEII, with surcharge on issue with stars, (SG 763b, ACS 
327).   MUH.  (4)  

 $300 

   2371 
  New Zealand,   1958, 2d on 1 1/2d lake brown QEII, with 
surcharge on issue with stars, (SG 763b, ACS 327).   One 
MUH, others (2) fi ne used.  (3)  

 $150 

          

part

 2372* 
  New Zealand,   1960, 9d fl ag, missing red on stars which 
has shifted into the blue on the fl ag, Union Jack red shift to 
right, (ACS 352); 5d daisy block of 4 with misplaced and 
double between rows, (ACS 348, CP O7aY [$350]); another 
single stamp with yellow shift well to the left.   Block MUH, 
others mint.  (6)  

 $100 

    

part

 2373* 
  New Zealand,   pre-decimal commems, 1965 4d Anzac 
Volcano fl aw; 1957 4d, inverted wmk. (3, MUH and mint), 
another dot on A of Trade, (CP S72az, S72ay); 9d ITU block 
of 4 with variety (CP S96a [Y]); 2 1/2d 1963 Xmas spot on 
donkey's nose (CP SC4aU) in block of 4 (MUH); 5d on 4d 
green air mail (ASC 149); decimal issues 1967 4c fern fl aw 
and defective W in block of 4 stamps [3 + 1]) (CP S106a Z 
1 and 2); 4c moth in block of 4 with wing fl aw MUH and 
used example; another missing dark brown (illustrated) (cf. 
CP P6a W).   MUH, mint and used.  (23)  

 $150 

    

 2374* 
  New Zealand,   1970 8c john dory with inverted wmk. (CP 
11a[X]).   Fine used and extremely rare.   

 $100 

 This lot includes a letter (23 November 2010) from Campbell Paterson 
confi rming that it is a new discovery with an inverted watermark. It was put 
into notice in the January 2011 CP Newsletter and that it will be listed as CP 
P11a(X). Andrew Dolphin (Auckland Manager) states that it is remarkable 
that a major variety such as this has taken 40 years to be found. 
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part

 2375* 
  New Zealand,   1971, 4c on 2 1/2d multi-coloured top right 
block of 4, missing red (value and part of Magpie moth), 
(CP30a[Y]) MUH; used singles minor ink errors (6); 50 
cents Abel Tasman Park, vareties missing green headland 
joined pair (CP P19a[Z(2)]); single missing pinkish buff (CP 
P19a[Y]); another with headland moved up into the sky.   
MUH and used.  (14)    

 $120 

    

 

lot 2376 part

 2376* 
  New Zealand,   1975 3c 'Queen Elizabeth' normal pair and 
an imperf pair (CP PA3a[Z]); 1967 7c 'rata' imperf pair 
(CP-); 1982 5c carnelian (CP PB5) 2 x 6 corner blocks.   
MUH.  (18)   

 $100 

   2377 
  New Zealand,   a small stock book containing 1/2d Newspaper 
issues (19) including 1873 issue; 1d Universals (3) two O/P 
Offi cial (ACS 64-65); 1/- kaka (CP E18a, ACS 73); arms 1/3 
(11) (ACS P21), (2) (ACS P23); 2/6 (7) (ACS P24); 4/- (6) 
(ACS P25); 10/- (3) (ACS P32) others for 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 12/6 
and one pound; 35/- surcharge on 35/- (ACS P50) (the 12/6 
and 35/- possibly duty use; decimal, MUH block of 4 $10 
stamps (ACS P56); $4, $6 (2), $10 (2) these used.   All used 
unless noted.  (67)  

 $100 

    

 

part

 2378* 
  New Zealand,   Great Barrier Island, Pigeon Gram, 1899, 
6d and shilling; mint with light trace of hinges, used pair 
on pieces dated 1/- Dec 5, 99; 6d May 9, 00; together with 
various Railway stamps 9d, 8d (3 in block), 6d (a pair), 
these cmk. Stratford; 1/- and 2/- Courtenay Place 1931; 
Newspaper Postage on a wrapper 5 July [19]13 from Paeroa.   
Used unless noted.  (13)  

 $200 

 Great Barrier Island (Aotea) was the fi rst place in New Zealand to have a 
regular airmail service, by pigeon post. In 1897 the fi rst pigeongram winged 
its way from the island to Auckland. Soon two pigeon-mail companies were 
operating. But the installation of an underwater telegraph cable to the island 
in 1908 ended the service. 
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   2379 
  Papua & New Guinea,   1/2d to one pound, 1952 pictorials, 
(SG 1-15).   Mint with light hinge marks.  (16)  

 $80 

   2380 
  USA,   fi rst day covers, 1940-1978 (63) mostly to an Australian 
address, stored in photo album; USA, silver certifi cate one 
dollar, Series 1935A, WWII 'short snorter', in photo frame 
together with group photo of the US servicemen signatories.   
Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (64)  

 $50 

          

part

 2381* 
  World,   Cape of Good Hope triangle 1858 6d pale rose-lilac 
(SG 7) with close and cut into margins; Western Samoa, NZ 
arms overprinted Western Samoa, three pounds (SG 213) 
MUH corner piece; fi ve pounds (2) one 1935 corner piece 
(SG 194) with some edge tone and off centred, other 1946 
(SG 214); 1/2d green O/P Samoa  (SG 115) mint, Cook 
Islands, 1892 1 1/2d mauve (SG 2) used with toning.   MUH, 
mint and used.  (6)  

 $100 

   2382 
  World,   including some Australia as FDC, stored in nine (9) 
large Chinese Stock books containing Australia used and 
FDC, noted range of MUH issues c. 1970's including New 
Zealand, Norfolk Island, Cook Islands, Fiji, PNG, New 
Hebrides, Samoa, Nauru, Niue, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 
Great Britain also booklets (6) and other British colonial 
mostly as part sets, world issues of the 20th century grouped 
as sets from different countries, also other smaller stock 
books and albums, several with used Australia, others world, 
but have noted 1975 and 1976 offi cial Japan book of issues, 
quantity of issues on and off paper, a few stamps noted as 
being toned.   MUH, mint and used.  (several 1000)  

 $120 

   2383 
  World stamps,   c1920-1990, six albums and single sheets, 
miniature sheets, including Aden, Germany, Japan, Lebanon, 
Nauru, Territory of New Guinea, New Zealand, Rhodesia, 
Spain, USA.   Used - MUH.  (100s)  

 $120 

   2384 
  World,   an accumulation in two large boxes, in albums (11) 
and mostly containing foreign stamps, that were formed by 
various stamp collectors c.1950-1960, includes a collection 
in a stock book and album of Great Britain mint and MUH, 
mostly QEII; some MUH Israel in album; Great Britain 
FDC's and a few Australian and AAT FDC's in 4 cover 
albums, loose stamps and other covers etc.   MUH, mint and 
used.  (1000s)  

 $100 

   2385 
  World,   assorted albums loose stamps in tins etc, noted Seven 
Seas Albums PNG hingeless with MUH issues 1973-1979, 
similar for Samoa with similar MUH partially complete 
1970-1980; Hagner sheets in two folders with issues from 
World including Australia MUH decimal $35 FV; two 
Hagner sheets of Australia (Kangaroos and KGV) and 
Australian states; world stamps in Premier Globe Stamp 
Album vintage issues to c.1969 mostly with cheaper packet 
material (approx. 2000 in album); and a quantity of APO 
Stamp Bulletins.   MUH, used.  (several 1000)  

 $80 

   2386 
  World First Day Covers,   1959-1968, all hand decorated, 
from Australia, France, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Thailand, 
USA.   In a spiral bound album, fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (81)  

 $130 

   2387 
  World stamps,   First Day Covers, bulk stamps including 
Australia, an album containing issues of Aussipex 1984; 
Australia Post, childrens teaching programme - bears, bush 
creatures and battlers, stamp collector cards; China, Cocos 
(Keeling Islands), Great Britain, Nauru, New Zealand, 
Norfolk Island, Samoa; albums of PNG and South Africa 
FDCs; cigarette cards, book of matchbox covers, JIM 
banknotes.   Good - MUH.  (100s)  

 $100 

   2388 
  World,   accumulation of about 50 covers mostly addressed 
to New Zealand coming from a range of places including 
Military covers, Australia, Great Britain, New Zealand and 
a few from other places; together with a collection of about 
40 post cards mostly from New Zealand with a few from 
other countries. Fair - fi ne.   (approx  90)  

 $50 
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   NEW  ZEALAND  BANKNOTES 

    

 2389* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   second issue, proof ten pounds, 
uniface, Auckland, undated, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co 
London, Patent Hardened Steel plate, pencilled 'from this' in 
Manager area (Robb B225a; L403; PS113).   Glue tip marks 
on back corners, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $1,000 

   2390 
  The Bank of Australasia,   uniform issue, one pound, 
Wellington, 1st July 1931, A/A 434313, imprint of Perkins, 
Bacon & Co Ld. London (Robb B.821; L.411; P.S132).   
Edge tears, fold split at right side and two pin holes, fair 
but scarce.   

 $70 

    

 2391* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   third issue, one pound, Napier 18- 
specimen issue No A 197001, perforated 'specimen/BW & 
Co/London' (Robb D.32; PS191s).   Booklet edge on left, 
virtually uncirculated and rare.    

 $4,500 

    

 2392* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   third issue, specimen one pound, 
Auckland, date printed 18-, discordant serials No.C017001, 
C042000, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co, Ld. 
Engravers, London, with SPECIMEN BW&C LONDON 
perforation and perforated counterfoil attached (Robb.D.32; 
L.452; P.S191s).   Extremely fi ne or better.   

 $3,000 

 Slabbed by PMG as 61 Uncirculated. 

    

 2393* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   fourth issue, one pound, Wellington 
18-, No A15001/A250000 (Robb D42; L.451; P.S202s), 
perforated 'specimen' cancellation in signature reserve.   Full 
left margin with booklet perforations, uncirculated and 
very rare.   

 $4,000 

    

 2394* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   sixth, provisional issue, ten shillings, 
Wellington, 1st August 1916, No 110657, no imprint, 
watermarked Bank of New Zealand, printed date (Robb 
D.611; L.453; P.S215b).   Many creases and small holes, 
fl attened, very good.    

 $1,250 
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 2395* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   seventh issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 
1st April 1917, No 487409 (Robb D.71; L.456; P.S222b).   
Crisp original, extremely fi ne and rare in this condition.    

 $4,000 

    

 2396* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   seventh issue, ten shillings, 
Wellington, 1st April 1920, No. B 437976, words and fi gures 
omitted from back, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. 
Ld. London (Robb D.711; L.458; P.S224).   Limp paper, very 
good/nearly fi ne.   

 $500 

    

 2397* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   seventh issue, one pound, Wellington, 
1st April 1918, No. B014429 (Robb 721e; L.459; P.S225).   
Folds and creases, crisp original, good very fi ne and rare in 
this condition.    

 $2,500 

    

 2398* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   uniform issue, one pound, Wellington 
1st October 1932, I 812, 611 (red serials) hand signed 
B.A.Moore (Robb D.821c; L.468; P.S234b).   Ink blot on 
back, very fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $1,000 

    

 2399* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   third issue, proof 
one pound, uniface, Wellington, 1st January 1903, imprint 
Perkins Bacon & Co Ltd London, three punch hole 
cancellation in Manager area, 'Dec 5 1903' pencilled (Robb 
M.322a; L524; P.S356).   Traces of glue tip marks on back 
corners, printed on thin paper, extremely fi ne.   

 $750 

    

 2400* 
  The Union Bank of Australia,   third issue, proof fi ve pounds, 
uniface, Napier, 1st February 1878, imprint Perkins Bacon 
& Co London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, manager area 
cut out cancelled, 'from this' pencilled (Robb M346a; L525; 
P.S357) engraved by William Humphries.   Glue tip marks on 
back corners, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $1,000 
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 2401* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   fourth issue, ten 
shillings, Wellington, 1st March, 1920, 1/N 22241, imprint 
of Waterlow & Sons, London (Robb M.41; L.531; P.S361).   
Pin hole, minor spots, folds, otherwise good fi ne and very 
rare, ten known.   

 $4,000 

    

 2402* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   ten shillings, 
Wellington, 1st March, 1920, 1/N 26480, imprint of 
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London (Robb M.41; L.531; 
P.S361).   Good fi ne and rare, ten known.   

 $3,500 

 Ex Spink Noble Numismatics Sale 44 (lot 2847). 

    

 2403* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   uniform issue, one 
pound, Wellington, 1st October, 1923 (Robb M82; L.543; 
P.S372s), Specimen overprint with three hole cancellation.   
Uncirculated.    

 $3,000 

    

 2404* 
  The Union Bank of Australia Limited,   uniform issue, ten 
pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, No. 4/N 8927 (Robb 
M.85; L.545; P.S374).   Missing top left corner with pin holes 
near, smoke(?) stain on right, otherwise good fi ne and very 
rare, only two known in private hands.    

 $1,500 

    

 

 2405* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934, 
uniface specimens of front and back of fi ve pounds, front 
specimen No21, back No29 (in pencil), with De La Rue & 
Co Ltd red ink specimen cancellation (P.156s).   Uncirculated 
and very rare.  (2)   

 $5,000 

   2406 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934, 
ten shillings, letter Y 186715 (P.154), fi ve pounds, 1st August 
1934, number letter 1K 592543, 4K 775553 (P.156) (2).   The 
fi rst with several edge splits on right edge and a few on top 
edge, otherwise very good - nearly very fi ne.  (3)   

 $100 

   2407 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934, 
one pound, number letter, 3C 572569 (P.155).   Small tone 
spot, very fi ne.   

 $200 
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   2408 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934, 
one pound, number letter 3C 842586, 6C 965096, 8C 
952572 (P.155).   Good - very good.  (3)  

 $70 

   2409 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   L.Lefeaux, 1st August 1934, 
fi ve pounds, number letter 3K 377931 (P.156).   A few foxing 
spots, otherwise crisp very fi ne.    

 $100 

   2410 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   T.P.Hanna (1940-55), ten 
shillings, number over letter 2/J (P.158a), number over date 
1/54 (P.158a), letter over number B/1 (P.158a); G.Wilson 
(1955-56), ten shillings, number letter 0B (P.158b); 
R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten shillings, with security thread, 
number letter 5B, 6B, 7C (P.158d) (3).   Mostly fi ne - very 
fi ne.  (7)   

 $70 

   2411 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one 
pound, number over letter 5/L, 2/M, 4/M (P.159a) (3), letter 
over date F/50, P/53 (P.159a) (2), letter over number G/3 
(P.159b), R.N.Fleming (1956-67), one pound, with security 
thread, three numbers 131, 216, 226, 234, 240, 243, 258, 
269 (P.159d) (8).   One Fleming issue with foxing, another 
with two pin holes, a few with small edge tear, overall good 
- good fi ne.  (14)   

 $100 

   2412 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   T.P.Hanna (1940-55), fi ve 
pounds, number over letter 1/V, 3/X, 4/V, 5/V, 7/V (2), 8/R, 
8/S (P.160a).   One with small edge split and remnant of tape 
mark, very good - fi ne.  (8)  

 $100 

    

 2413* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   T.P. Hanna (1940-55), 
specimen ten pounds, 2/F 000000 (P.161a), imprint of 
Thomas de la Rue & Company Limited, London on back, 
CANCELLED in perforated letters diagonally, printer's 
instructions on top margin dated 15.6.48.   Glue mark on 
back at right, otherwise extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $2,500 

 Ex Spink & Son London, Sale 1284 lot 756 (part). 

    

 2414* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   G. Wilson (1955-56), 
specimen fifty pounds, Specimen No.34, 0/U 000000 
(P.162b), imprint of Thomas de la Rue & Company Limited, 
London on back, SPECIMEN in black letters diagonally both 
sides, SPECIMEN/DE LA RUE/& CO LTD/NO VALUE in 
black ovals, top left and bottom right corners both sides and 
additional de la Rue oval stamp inverted and horizontally at 
front top left edge, one punch hole in signature.   Glue marks 
on back and front, piece missing from right hand border, 
12mm tear at top, graduating horizontal fold, otherwise 
very fi ne and very rare.   

 $2,500 

 Ex Spink & Son London, Sale 1284 lot 754 (part).  

    

 2415* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   G.Wilson (1955-56), fi fty 
pounds, number letter IU 043580 (P.162b).   Extremely 
fi ne.     

 $1,500 

    

 2416* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1956-67), 
specimen ten shillings, 4L 000000, SPECIMEN in red 
diagonally, front and back, one punch hole cancellation at 
bottom (P.158d).   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $2,200 
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 2417* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1956-67), 
specimen one pound, 133 000000, SPECIMEN in red 
diagonally, front and back, one punch hole cancellation at 
bottom (P.159c).   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $2,500 

   2418 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming, (1956-67), one 
pound, with security thread, three numbers, 298 977741/2, 
consecutive pair (P.159d).   Flat, extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $50 

   2419 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1956-67), fi ve 
pounds, without security thread, letter number B1 274256, 
B7 946494, C4 285307 (P.160c) (3), with security thread, 
letter number E2 855951, J9 061447, S3 295407 (P.160d) 
(3).   The J9 note with 6mm tear at top edge, fi ne - very fi ne.  
(6)  

 $150 

   2420 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1955-1967), 
fi ve pounds, 11S 014829 (P.160d); one pound, 293293892 
(P.159d); ten shillings, 9J423897 (P.158d).   All notes with 
security thread, extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $150 

   2421 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1956-67), 
fi ve pounds, with security thread, letter number L0 881465 
(P.160d), one pound, with security thread, three numbers 
261 396592 (P.159d), (1967-68), fi ve dollars, three numbers 
010 388955 (P.165a).   The fi rst with light foxing on top left 
edge, otherwise centre fold extremely fi ne, the second with 
centre fold extremely fi ne, the last uncirculated.  (3)  

 $100 

   2422 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1956-67), 
ten pounds, with security thread, letter letter AL 241509 
(P.161d).   Folds and creases, fresh colour, very fi ne.    

 $80 

   2423 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1956-68) to 
D.T.Brash (2000), ten shillings - ten pounds and one dollar 
- twenty dollars, a collection in an album including: ten 
shillings, 9A (P.158d); one pound, 270, 293 (2) (P.159d)(3); 
fi ve pounds, 11S (2) near consecutive pair, 12L (P.160d)(3); 
ten pounds, AL 892230 and 892224 (P.161d)(2); one 
dollar, 3A (P.163a), 4J, K05, B00 (P.163b)(3), J12 (P.163c), 
E25 (P.163d), ANS (P.169c); two dollars, 0B2 (P.164a), 
1B5 (P.164b), 2C0, 2L1, 2L7 (P.164c)(3), 2Y2, 3B4, 3B9 
consecutive pair (P.164d)(4), EAA, EAH, EDG (P.170a)(3), 
EMM (P.170b), EPN (P.170c); fi ve dollars, 155 (P.165d), 123, 
991* consecutive pair (P.165c), JAB, JAC, JBP(2)(P.171a)(4), 
JFD (P.171b), CJ (P.177); ten dollars, A2 (P.166a), 29C 
(P.166d), BBB (P.176)(3), NCC, NRT (P.172b)(2), NWT 
(P.172b), AA pair in presentation pack (P.178b), NZ00 
red serials consecutive pair and a single (P.190b)(3); 
twenty dollars, HJ (P.167d), TEF (P.173b).   Extremely fi ne 
- uncirculated, many uncirculated.  (55)   

 $1,000 

    

 

 2424* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   composite uniface essay for 
one dollar, c1967, by de la Rue & Company Limited, Maori 
Chief on right on front, Glentanner Station, Canterbury on 
back, serial 132456789.   On card, extremely fi ne as made 
and probably unique.   

 $3,000 

   

lot 2425 part
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2425* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1967-68), 
specimen set of one dollar (2A), two dollars (0A0), fi ve 
dollars (001), ten dollars (A0), twenty dollars (AA) and 
one hundred dollars (G), all with serial number 000000, 
the fi rst four with SPECIMEN in red diagonally and the 
last with SPECIMEN in black, front and back, one punch 
hole cancellation at bottom on each (P.163a - P.168a).   
Uncirculated and very rare.  (6)  

 $8,000 

   2426 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming, (1967-68), 
one dollar, letter letter, IE, IK, IL many in consecutive runs 
(P.163a).   Very fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (49)   

 $400 
   2427 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.N.Fleming (1967-68), 
two dollars 0A0 000503, fi rst prefi x (P.164a); R.L.Knight, 
(1975-77), one dollar, Y11 582444/9, six consecutive notes 
(P.163c)(6); S.T.Russell, (1985-89), one dollar ALP, runs of 
seven and four consecutive (P.169b)(11).   Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (18)  

 $100 

   

2428* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.L.Wilks (1968-75), 
specimen set of one dollar (5J), two dollars (0E0), fi ve 
dollars (025) and ten dollars (H4), all with serial number 
000000, SPECIMEN in red diagonally, front and back, one 
punch hole cancellation at bottom on each (P.163b - P.166b).   
Uncirculated and very rare.  (4)  

 $12,000 
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 2429* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.L.Wilks, (1968-75), one 
dollar Y90 476916*/20*, fi ve consecutive star replacement 
notes (P.163b).   Virtually uncirculated and very rare as such.  
(5)    

 $1,500 

   

2430*
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.L.Knight (1975-77), specimen set of one dollar (H15), two dollars (2A0), fi ve dollars 
(095), ten dollars (17Y), twenty dollars (CE) and one hundred dollars (G), all with serial number 000000, with SPECIMEN 
in red diagonally, front and back, one punch hole cancellation at bottom on each (P.163c - P.168b).   Uncirculated and very 
rare.  (6)  

 $12,000 
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    2431 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.L.Knight (1975-77), one 
dollar, letter number number, various prefi xes in runs and 
singles (P.163c).   Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (22)   

 $100 

   2432 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   R.L.Knight (1975-77), fi ve 
dollars, three numbers, 109, 118 (P.165c); H.R.Hardie 
(1977-81), type I, fi ve dollars, three numbers, 159 677201/2 
consecutive pair, 171 single (P.165d).   Extremely fine - 
uncirculated.  (5)  

 $50 

   2433 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   H.R.Hardie type I (1977-
81), twenty dollars, star replacement notes, letter letter, YJ 
627843/52*, consecutive run of ten notes (P.167d).   Virtually 
uncirculated.  (10)   

 $800 

   

2434*
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   Hardie type II (1981-85), specimen set of one dollar (AAA), two dollars (EAA), fi ve dollars 
(JAA), ten dollars (NAA), twenty dollars (TAA), fi fty dollars (XAA) and one hundred dollars (YAA), all with serial number 
000000, the fi rst, second, fourth and sixth with SPECIMEN in red, and the third, fi fth and seventh notes with SPECIMEN 
in black, horizontally front and back and under top and above bottom serial numbers, perforated SPECIMEN, vertically at 
left and right (P.169a - P.175a).   Uncirculated and very rare.  (7)  

 $10,000 
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    2435 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   H.R.Hardie type II (1981-
85), fi ve dollars, JDE 150000 (P.171a).   Virtually uncirculated 
and a scarce round number.    

 $100 

   2436 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   H.R.Hardie, type II (1981-
85), ten dollars, NAA 000997/1000, a run of four consecutive 
fi rst prefi x notes (P.172a).   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $200 

   2437 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   H.R.Hardie, type II (1981-
85), ten dollars, NAA 001694/8, a run of fi ve consecutive 
fi rst prefi x notes (P.172a).   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $200 

    

 2438* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   H.R.Hardie type I (1983-85), 
fi fty dollars, three letters XAA 000104 fi rst prefi x (P.174a).   In 
special Reserve Bank of New Zealand folder, uncirculated, a 
low number from the fi rst serial prefi x issued in 1983.   

 $150 

   

lot 2439

2439* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   S.T.Russell (1985-89), 
specimen set of one dollar (AGW), two dollars (EHG), fi ve 
dollars (JDR), ten dollars (NJR), twenty dollars (TCT) and 
one hundred dollars (YAB), all with serial number 000000, 
the fi rst, second and fourth with SPECIMEN in red, the third, 
fi fth and sixth notes with SPECIMEN in black horizontally, 
front and back and under top and above bottom serial 
numbers, SPECIMEN perforated at right and left (P.169b 
- P.174b).   Uncirculated and very rare.  (6)  

 $10,000 

   2440 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   S.T.Russell, (1985-89), ten 
dollars, NJR 000742/6, a run of fi ve consecutive fi rst prefi x 
notes (P.172b).   Uncirculated, with low serial numbers.  (5)   

 $150 
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 2441* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   S.T.Russell (1985-89), twenty 
dollars THS 999999/1000000 one million numbered note 
(P.173b) consecutive pair.   Nearly uncirculated and rare.  
(2)   

 $2,000 

   

lot 2442

2442* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash type I (1989-92), 
specimen set of one dollar (AMJ), two dollars (ENF), fi ve 
dollars (JHG), ten dollars (NXN), twenty dollars (THT) and 
fi fty dollars (XBJ), all with serial number 000000, the fi rst, 
second, fourth, fi fth and sixth with SPECIMEN in red, the 
third with SPECIMEN in black, diagonally front and back 
and vertically under top and above bottom serial numbers, 
perforated SPECIMEN, vertically at left and right (P.169c 
- P.174b).   Uncirculated and very rare.  (6)  

 $8,000 

   2443 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash (1989-91), one 
dollar, 1990 Numismatic Convention issue, three letters, 
AMR 000056/60 (P.169c) fi ve consecutive.   Uncirculated 
with two Reserve Bank compliments slips.  (5)  

 $120 

 300 issued, cfRobb sale (lot 2843). 

   2444 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash (1989-91), 
one dollar, 1991 Wellington Coin Club 25th Anniversary 
overprint, three letters AMS 976051/5 (P.169c) five 
consecutive notes.   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $150 

 200 issued, cfRobb sale (lot 2845).  
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2445* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash type II (1992-93) 
paper issues, specimen set no 16 of fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty 
and one hundred dollars, all with serial AA 000000, red 
specimen overprint diagonally on both sides (P.177-181).   
Uncirculated and very rare.  (5)   

 $6,000 

    

 2446* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   Brash type II, specimen 
ten dollars, 1990 commemorative issue, AAA 000000, 
SPECIMEN in red diagonally front and back and 
horizontally under top and above bottom serial numbers, 
perforated SPECIMEN vertically at left and right (P.176).   
Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $3,500 

    

 2447* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   Brash type II, ten dollars, 
1990 commemorative issue, DDD 000001 (P.176).   Virutally 
uncirculated and a very rare number one note.   

 $2,500 

    

 2448* 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   Brash type II, ten dollars, 
1990 commemorative issue, sponsors' prefi xes CWB, FTC, 
MBL, RNZ, RXX, TNZ, all with the same serial number 
000001 (PCS.176).   Virutally uncirculated, very rare number 
one notes.  (6)  

 $12,000 
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   2449 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash type III (1993-99) 
letter letter, DA - DH000559 uncut sheet of eight (P.177c).   
In folder of issue, uncirculated.    

 $100 

   2450 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash, (1992-94), twenty 
dollars, replacement notes, ZZ138739/45, a run of seven 
consecutive (P.179b).   Uncirculated.  (7)   

 $350 

   2451 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash, (1992-94), ten 
dollars, EW, runs three and four consecutive and three singles 
(P.182).   Uncirculated.  (10)   

 $150 

   2452 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash, (1992-94), ten 
dollars, replacement notes, ZZ 104690/700, a run of eleven 
consecutive (P.182).   Uncirculated.  (11)   

 $300 

   2453 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   D.T.Brash (1992-1999), 
fi ve dollars, CE 99 517751 (P.185a); ten dollars, BK 99 
719608 (P.186a); twenty dollars, BG 99 889761 (P.187a); 
fi fty dollars, BK 99 616219 (P.188a); one hundred dollars, 
BJ 99 967249 (P.189a).   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $250 

   2454 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   Allan Bollard (2004-12), 
2007 year set of fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred 
dollars, with same numbers to match, AA 07 000007.   In 
pack of issue, uncirculated.  (5)  

 $300 

 Limit of 1000 same number sets. 

   2455 
  Reserve Bank of New Zealand,   Allan Bollard (2004-12), 
2008 year set of fi ve, ten, twenty, fi fty and one hundred  
dollars with matching numbers AA 08 000007.   In pack of 
issue, uncirculated.  (5)  

 $300 

 Limit of 1000 same number sets. 

   WORLD  BANKNOTES 

   2456 
  Afghanistan,   Kingdom - pre rebellion - Treasury of 
Afghanistan, one rupee, SH1299 (1920) with black serial 
numbers (2, one with counterfoil attached) (P.1A) (2), ten 
afghanis, SH1307 (1928) with black serial number and 
watermark (P.9b).   The counterfoil with three securing pin 
holes as normal and both one rupee notes with typical stain 
in right bottom corner, otherwise extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

    

 2457* 
  Afghanistan,   Kingdom, Ministry of Finance, ten afghanis, 
SH1315 (1936) (P.17), edge imprint of Orell Fussli Zurich.   
Uncirculated.    

 $220 

   2458 
  Afghanistan,   Republic, Bank of Afghanistan, ten (SH1356), 
twenty (SH1352), fi fty (SH1356), fi ve hundred (2) (SH1354, 
6) and one thousand afghanis (SH1356) (P.47c, 48a, 49c, 
51b, 52a, 53c).   Uncirculated.  (6)   

 $60 

    

 2459* 
  Algeria,   fi ve francs, 30 March 1925, V.3613 957 (P.71b).   
Fine - very fi ne, a few pin holes.    

 $160 

   2460 
  Argentina,   Banco Central de la Republica Argentina, one 
peso - five hundred thousand pesos, 1970s-1980s, all 
different types and signatures.   Uncirculated.  (37)   

 $80 

   2461 
  Azerbaijan,   Azerbaijan Republic, 1919 fi rst issue, twenty 
fi ve rubles, AM 3069 and fi fty rubles, BA 2295 (P.1,2).   
Uncirculated.  (2)    

 $100 
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 2462* 
  Bahamas,   The Bahamas Government, undated (1953), four 
shillings, A/2 449553 (P.13b).   A few minor spots on back, 
otherwise uncirculated.   

 $110 

    

 2463* 
  Bahamas,   The Bahamas Government, undated (1953), one 
pound, A/2 506366 (P.15b).   Some waving along top edge, 
otherwise fresh, crisp uncirculated.    

 $450 

    

 

 2464* 
  Bahamas,   The Bahamas Government, 1965 Currency 
Note Act, one dollar, A086719 (P.18a), C264112 (P.18b).   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

   2465 
  Bahamas,   1968 Monetary Authority Act, half dollar (P.26a); 
one dollar (P.27a); Central Bank, 1974-96, one dollar 
(P.35a[2],b) (3); fi fty cents (P.42a); one dollar (P.43a[3],b, 
50a, 51, 57[2]) (8).   Extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (13)  

 $180 

   2466 
  Bahrain,   Kingdom, Bahrain Currency Board, fi ve dinars, 
L.1964 (P.5a), ten dinars, L.1964 (P.6a), Bahrain Monetary 
Agency, half dinar, L.1973 (P.7).   All with light folds, 
otherwise crisp, fresh uncirculated, the fi rst two scarce in 
this condition.  (3)   

 $150 

    

 2467 
  Belgium,   Banque Nationale de Belgique, one hundred francs 
(twenty belgas), 04.11.44, French and Flemish text. (P.113, 
114).   Light folds, extremely fi ne and scarce.  (2)  

 $180 

    

 2468* 
  Bermuda,   Bermuda Government, fi ve shillings, 12th May 
1937, Q/1 386796 (P.9).   Small stain in right margin, 
otherwise very fi ne and scarce.   

 $150 
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 2469* 
  Bermuda,   Bermuda Government, Elizabeth II, one pound, 1st 
May 1957, J/2 262337 (P.20c).   Uncirculated and scarce.    

 $200 

   2470 
  Bermuda,   Monetary Authority, 1974-1984 issues, one dollar 
(P.28b[2]); fi ve dollars (P.29a); commemorative issue, 1992, 
fi fty dollars (P.40); 2000 issue, ten and twenty dollars (P.52a, 
53a).   Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.  (6)  

 $100 

   2471 
  Brazil,   Banco Central Do Brasil, ten, twenty, fi fty and one 
hundred reais, 2010, A A000000500 matched numbers on 
fi rst two and A A000000215 matched numbers on last two 
(P.253-256).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $120 

   2472 
  Brazil,   Tesouro Nacional, one cruzeiro, undated (1944) 
(P.132) (7); Banco Central Do Brasil, (1972-80) one cruzeiro 
(P.191Ac) (18), (1981-85) fi ve hundred (51), one thousand 
(62) and fi ve thousand cruzeiros (29) (P.200a, 201c, 202b) 
(142), (1986-88) fi ve hundred (1) and one thousand cruzeiros 
(4) (P.212c, 213b) (5), many consecutive runs.   Mostly 
uncirculated.  (172)   

 $80 

   2473 
  British Caribbean Territories,   Currency Board, Elizabeth II, 
fi ve dollars, 2nd January 1957, J2-340017 (P.9b).   Small split 
in top margin at centre fold, nearly very fi ne.   

 $60 

   2474 
  Burma,   Military Administration of Burma, George VI, 
Reserve Bank of India, (1938) fi ve rupees (P.26b); Burma 
Currency Board, Government of India, one rupee (1947) 
(P.30), Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees (1947) (P.32).   Usual 
staple and pin holes, fi ne - very fi ne.  (3)  

 $150 

   2475 
  Burma,   Military Administration of Burma, Reserve Bank of 
India, George VI, fi ve rupees, undated (1945), P/12 195554 
(P.26b).   Staple holes at left, two edge nicks, light staining, 
otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $100 

    

 2476* 
  Burma,   Burma Currency Board, Reserve Bank of India, 
George VI, ten rupees, undated (1947), G/39 617757 (P.32).   
Staple holes at left, good extremely fi ne.   

 $120 

   2477 
  Burma,   Burma Currency Board, Reserve Bank of India, 
George VI, ten rupees, undated (1947), J/45 450629 (P.32).   
Staple holes at left, extremely fi ne.   

 $120 

   2478 
  Burma,   Burma Currency Board, Reserve Bank of India, 
George VI, ten rupees, undated (1947), J/50 797354 (P.32).   
Staple holes at left, stain on back, extremely fi ne.   

 $120 

   2479 
  Cambodia,   a collection of issues from the Banque Nationale 
du Cambodge 1955-; includes 5 riels (1955) (P.2), others 
from the second issue mostly common varieties of signatures; 
Bank of Kampuchea to 100 riels (P.18-24); State Bank of 
Democratic Kampuchea issues from 1979 and 1985 series 
with values to 2000 riels of 1992 series.   In a blue album, 
mostly uncirculated.  (42)  

 $100 

    

 2480* 
  Canada,   George V, one dollar, Ottawa, July 2nd 1923, 
A3178444 (P.33h).   Flattened of folds, good very fi ne.     

 $200 

   2481 
  Cayman Islands,   Currency Board, L1971 (1972) one dollar, 
A/2 979447 (P.1b); 1996 issue, one, fi ve and ten dollars 
(P.16a, 17, 18); 1998 issue, ten dollars (P.23).   Uncirculated.  
(5)  

 $120 
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 part

2482* 
  Cayman Islands,   Cayman Islands Monetary Authority, 
Elizabeth II, fi fty dollars, 2003, C/2 000890, 898 (P.32b).   
Uncirculated, one illustrated.  (2)   

 $150 

    

 2483* 
  Ceylon,   The Government of Ceylon, fi ve rupees, Colombo, 
1st September 1927, C/51 80584 (P.22).   Light staining on 
back, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $350 

    

 2484* 
  Ceylon,   Central Bank of Ceylon, specimen one hundred 
rupees, 18-12-1971, W/1 00000, SPECIMEN in red 
diagonally, front and back (P.80a).   Uncirculated.    

 $450 

    

 2485* 
Ceylon  ,   Central Bank of Ceylon, specimen one hundred 
rupees, (1977), no serial number (specimen 062), SPECIMEN 
in red diagonally, front and back, one punch hole cancellation 
(P.82s).   Uncirculated.    

 $200 

    

 2486* 
  Chile,   Republica De Chile, specimen one peso, undated 
(1898-1919) (P.15s) 00000, printed SPECIMEN at bottom 
and F2848 at top, both on the front in red and cancelled 
with two punch holes at bottom.   Uncirculated.   

 $120 

   2487 
  Chatham Islands,   Inauguration issue, 2000, ten dollars (2); 
twenty dollars (2).   In folders, uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 
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 2488* 
  China,   Yuan Dynasty, under grey/black mulberry tree bark 
paper note for fi ve hundred cash or fi ve hundred wen, an 
issue reading at the top 'Zhong Tong Yuan Bao Jiao Chao' 
type of the second reform called 'Zhong Tong Chao', size 
192x290mm, issued from 1260-1287, (Editorial Board of 
'A History of Chinese Currency' p.51 type 1 illustrated, B/M 
T36 var.).   Very good, good edges and very rare.   

 $3,000 

 Although based on silver and hence really a silver note, this note was 
issued in wen (copper cash).  Paper money, began to appear under the Song 
dynasty, but only in small amounts and across limited parts of the country. 
It was under Yuan dynasty (or Mongol) rule that paper currency began to 
circulate more widely, especially during the reign of Kublai Khan after 1260, 
who pushed for its acceptance across his empire. This was much admired 
by Marco Polo, who wrote that Kublai had discovered 'the secret of the 
alchemists' in minting his imperial currency from the bark of mulberry trees. 
But the Mongols lost their magic touch, especially when the need to fund 
their military campaigns led to infl ation, after they printed too much cash. 
Later, the Ming Dynasty would try to re-establish paper currency, printing 
notes stamped with a commitment 'to circulate forever.' But by 1425, the 
Ming dynasty would give up making paper money and it subsequently 
disappeared for hundreds of years.   

    

 2489* 
  China,   Yuan Dynasty, under grey/black mulberry tree 
bark paper note for one string of one hundred cash or one 
hundred wen, an issue reading at the top 'Zhi Yuan Tong 
Xing Bao Chao' type of the third reform called 'Zhi Yuan 
Bao Chao', size 155x240mm, issued from 1287-1309, (cf.
Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese Currency' p.51 
type illustrated, B/M T36 var.).   Very good, good edges and 
very rare.    

 $3,000 
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 2490* 
  China,   Yuan Dynasty, under grey/black mulberry tree bark 
paper note for one string of one thousand cash or one 
thousand wen which equals one chuan (guan), an issue 
reading at the top 'Zhi Yuan Tong Xing Bao Chao' type of the 
third reform called 'Zhi Yuan Bao Chao', size 195x295mm, 
issued from 1287-1309, (cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of 
Chinese Currency' p.51 type illustrated, B/B T36-20).   Very 
good, good edges and very rare.    

 $3,000 

    

 2491* 
  China,   Yuan Dynasty, under grey/black mulberry tree bark 
paper note for two strings of each one thousand cash or 
one thousand wen which equals two chuan (guan), an issue 
reading at the top 'Zhi Yuan Tong Xing Bao Chao' type of the 
third reform called 'Zhi Yuan Bao Chao', size 223x305mm, 
issued from 1287-1309, (Editorial Board of 'A History of 
Chinese Currency' p.51 type 2 illustrated, B/M C167 - 1 
var.).   Very good, very rough edges and very rare.    

 $3,000 
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 2492* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), blue and red seals paper note for one tael, an 
issue reading at the top 'Hu Bu Guan Piao' in Manchu and 
Han languages, states in the middle its equivalence of one 
tael of pure silver at two tael parity, it states at the lower 
part 'Offi cial note issued by the Ministry of Interior and 
Finance on authorization...' note overprinted in black ink, 
size 155x260mm, issued by Board of Revenue, from 1853-
1856, dated 1855, (P.A9c, S/M H176-20, Editorial Board 
of 'A History of Chinese Currency' p.53 type illustrated).   
Very fi ne and rare.    

 $300 

    

 2493* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), blue and red seals paper note for three taels, 
an issue reading at the top 'Hu Bu Guan Piao' in Manchu 
and Han languages, states in the middle its equivalence of 
one tael of pure silver at two tael parity, it states at the lower 
part 'Offi cial note issued by the Ministry of Interior and 
Finance on authorization...' note overprinted in black ink, 
size 155x255mm, issued by Board of Revenue, from 1853-
1856, dated 1855, (P.A10c, S/M H176-21, cf.Editorial Board 
of 'A History of Chinese Currency' p.53 type illustrated).   
Very fi ne, minor corner missing and rare.    

 $300 
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 2494* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), blue and red seals paper note for fi ve taels, an 
issue reading at the top 'Hu Bu Guan Piao' in Manchu and 
Han languages, states in the middle its equivalence of one 
tael of pure silver at two tael parity, it states at the lower 
part 'Offi cial note issued by the Ministry of Interior and 
Finance on authorization...' note overprinted in black ink, 
size 150x255mm, issued by Board of Revenue, from 1853-
1856, dated 1855, (P.A11c, S/M H176-22, cf.Editorial Board 
of 'A History of Chinese Currency' p.53 type illustrated).   
Very fi ne and rare.    

 $300 

    

 2495* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), blue and red seals paper note for fi fty taels, an 
issue reading at the top 'Hu Bu Guan Piao' in Manchu and 
Han languages, states in the middle its equivalence of one 
tael of pure silver at two tael parity, it states at the lower part 
'Offi cial note issued by the Ministry of Interior and Finance 
on authorization...' note overprinted in black ink both sides, 
size 181x310mm, issued by Board of Revenue, from 1853-
1856, dated 1853, (P.A13a, S/M H176-5, cf.Editorial Board 
of 'A History of Chinese Currency' p.53 type illustrated).   
Very fi ne and very rare.   

 $1,000 
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 2496* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, T'ung Chih (Mu Tsung), 
(1861-1875), silver certifi cate, blue and red seals paper note 
for fi fty taels, an issue of 15 December 1866, 196x280mm, 
(P.-, S/M -).   Very fi ne and very rare.   

 $200 
    

 2497* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao Chao', 
states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in the middle 
its equivalence of one thousand cash, it states at the lower 
part 'This note is to circulated in place of standard coins and 
is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' note overprinted 
in black ink, size 130x240mm, issued with two red chop 
marks, merchant stamps and brush writing on the reverse, 
from 1853-1856, dated year 7 of Xianfeng (1857), (P.A2e, 
S/M T6-41, cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese 
Currency' p.54 similar type illustrated).   Very fi ne, rough on 
one edge and rare.    

 $300 
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 2498* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao Chao', 
states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in the middle 
its equivalence of two thousand cash, it states at the lower 
part 'This note is to circulated in place of standard coins and 
is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' note overprinted in 
black ink, size 135x240mm, issued with two red chop marks, 
merchant stamps and brush writing on the reverse, from 
1853-1856, dated year 7 of Xianfeng (1857), (P.A4e, S/M 
T6-42, cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese Currency' 
p.54 similar type illustrated).   Very fi ne, rare.    

 $300 

    

 2499* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao Chao', 
states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in the middle 
its equivalence of fi ve thousand cash, it states at the lower 
part 'This note is to circulated in place of standard coins and 
is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' note overprinted 
in black ink, size 130x230mm, issued with three red chop 
marks, merchant stamps and brush writing on the reverse, 
from 1853-1856, dated year 7 of Xianfeng (1857), (P.A5b, 
S/M T6-43, cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese 
Currency' p.54 similar type illustrated).   Very fi ne, rough on 
one edge and rare.    

 $300 
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 2500* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao 
Chao', states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in 
the middle its equivalence of one hundred thousand cash, it 
states at the lower part 'This note is to circulated in place of 
standard coins and is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' 
note overprinted, size 152x270mm, issued with three red 
chop marks, merchant stamps and brush marks on the 
obverse, dated year 8 of Xianfeng (1858), (P.A8b, S/M T6-
55, cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese Currency' 
p.54 similar type illustrated).   Very fi ne, rough on one edge 
and rare.    

 $300 

    

 2501* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao 
Chao', states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in 
the middle its equivalence of fi fty thousand cash, it states at 
the lower part 'This note is to circulated in place of standard 
coins and is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' note 
overprinted, size 145x265mm, issued with three red chop 
marks, merchant stamps and brush writing, dated year 8 of 
Xianfeng (1858), (P.A7b, S/M T6-54, cf.Editorial Board of 'A 
History of Chinese Currency' p.54 similar type illustrated).   
Very fi ne, rough on one edge and rare.    

 $300 
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 2502* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao 
Chao', states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in 
the middle its equivalence of two hundred thousand cash, it 
states at the lower part 'This note is to circulated in place of 
standard coins and is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' 
note overprinted, size 145x265mm, issued with four red and 
one black chop marks, merchant stamps and brush writing 
on back and front, dated year 8 of Xianfeng (1858), (cf.
P.A8b, cf.S/M T6-55, cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of 
Chinese Currency' p.54 similar type illustrated).   Fine, rough 
edges and rare.    

 $500 

    

 2503* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao Chao', 
states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in the middle 
its equivalence of ten thousand cash, it states at the lower 
part 'This note is to circulated in place of standard coins and 
is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' note overprinted, 
size 145x265mm, issued with two red chop marks, merchant 
stamps, dated year 7 of Xianfeng (1857), (P.A6b, S/M T6-
53, cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese Currency' 
p.54 similar type illustrated).   Good fi ne, rough on one edge 
and rare.    

 $300 
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 2504* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, Hsien Feng (Xian Feng), 
(1851-1861), an issue reading at the top 'Da Qing Bao Chao', 
states a treasure note of the great Qing Dynasty, in the middle 
its equivalence of fi ve thousand cash, it states at the lower 
part 'This note is to circulated in place of standard coins and 
is allowed to pay land rent and taxes...' note overprinted, 
size 135x238mm, issued with two red chop marks, merchant 
stamps, dated year 7 of Xianfeng (1857), (P.A5b, S/M T6-43, 
cf.Editorial Board of 'A History of Chinese Currency' p.54 
similar type illustrated).   Good fi ne and rare.    

 $300 

    

 2505* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, T'ung Chih (Mu Tsung), 
(1861-1875), bank note, black ink added with blue base and 
red seals paper note for fi ve hundred cash, 130x290mm, year 
4 (1865), (P.-, S/M -).   Good fi ne, edges weak or missing in 
places ragged edges and very rare.   

 $500 
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 2506* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, T'ung Chih (Mu Tsung), 
(1861-1875), bank note, black ink added with blue base and 
red seals paper note for one thousand cash, 165x280mm, 
year 7 (1868), (P.-, S/M -).   Good fi ne, edges weak or missing 
in places and very rare.   

 $750 

    

 2507* 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, T'ung Chih (Mu Tsung), 
(1861-1875), silver certifi cate, blue and red seals paper note 
for ten taels, an issue of 15 December 1866, 196x300mm, 
(P.-, S/M -).   Very fi ne and very rare.   

 $200 
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 2508 
  China,   Qing (Ching) Dynasty, T'ung Chih (Mu Tsung), 
(1861-1875), silver certifi cate, blue and red seals paper note 
for fi ve taels, an issue of 15 December 1866, 200x305mm, 
(P.-, S/M -).   Very fi ne and very rare.   

 $200 

    

 2509* 
  China,   The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, 
specimen note, fi ve dollars local currency, Hankow, 1st May 
1921, no serial number, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & 
Co. Ltd, Engravers, London, perforated Specimen lower 
left, multi colours and blue on white (PS.336s).   Glue stain 
and crease on top left corner, otherwise extremely fi ne and 
extremely rare.    

 $1,700 

    

 2510* 
  China,   The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, 
specimen note, ten dollars local currency, Shanghai, 1st 
March 1914, no serial number, imprint of Bradbury 
Wilkinson & Co. Ltd, Engravers, London, perforated 
Specimen lower left, gold and green on white (PS.357As).   
Nearly uncirculated and extremely rare.   

 $2,500 

    

 2511* 
  China,   The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, 
specimen note, one hundred dollars local currency, Shanghai, 
not dated 19.., no serial number, imprint of Bradbury 
Wilkinson & Co. Ld, London, perforated Specimen lower 
left and right, green and brown on white, back red (PS.363s).   
Nearly uncirculated and extremely rare.    

 $2,500 

    

 2512* 
  Cyprus,   Republic of Cyprus, specimen one pound, 1.12.1961, 
A/1 000000, SPECIMEN OF NO VALUE in red in top 
margin, perforated CANCELLED bottom left (P.39s).   Two 
lots of staple holes, otherwise nearly uncirculated.    

 $320 
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East African Currency Board Twenty Florin Note Rarity

2513*
  East Africa,   The East African Currency Board, George V, twenty fl orins or two pounds, Mombasa 1st May 1920, A/1 33509 
(P.11) small multiple EACB in hectagon watermarks.   Rust spots top and bottom on front and back, pin holes in centre, 
otherwise very fi ne and extremely rare.    

 $18,000 
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East African Currency Board Fifty Florin Note Rarity

2514*
  East Africa,   The East African Currency Board, George V, fi fty fl orins or fi ve pounds, Mombasa, 1st May 1920, A/1 00002 
(P.12) small multiple EACB in hectagon watermarks.   Rust spots top and bottom on front and back, pin holes in left centre, 
otherwise very fi ne and extremely rare with ultra low serial, believed to be the only example in private hands.   

$27,000
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 2515* 
  Ethiopia,   National Bank of Ethiopia, one hundred Ethiopian 
dollars, (ND) 1966, C924821/4 (P.29a) consecutive run of 
four notes.   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $300 

    

 2516* 
  Falkland Islands,   The Government of the Falkland Islands, 
George VI, one pound, 19th May 1938, E12867 (P.5).   Very 
fi ne.    

 $300 

    

 2517* 
  Falkland Islands,   The Government of the Falkland Islands, 
fifty pence, 25th September 1969 (P.10a) D 16355.   
Uncirculated.    

 $100 

    

 2518* 
  Fiji,   promissory note, Brewer & Joske, Suva, unissued 2 & 
1/2 dollars, 1st October 1871, serial number 3075, imprint 
Hamel & Ferguson, Melbourne (CR.3).   Worm-hole piece 
out of lower left, various other areas of paper thinning or 
loss, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $250 

    

 2519* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, George V, one pound, 1st March 
1935, B/1 164,004 (P. 25).   Two pin holes, otherwise nearly 
fi ne and rare.    

 $500 

    

 2520* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, George VI, ten shillings 1st October, 
1940 B/2 97,870 (P.38d).   Foxing spots, otherwise very 
fi ne.    

 $200 
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 2521* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, George VI, one pound, 1st January, 
1941 B/3 20,092 (P.40a).   Very fi ne.    

 $300 

    

 2522* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, provisional issue, one pound, 
overprinted in black on one pound Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand note (P.155)(1934), undated (1940), 6D 959002 
(P.45b).   Good and scarce.    

 $100 

   2523 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, fi ve shillings (P.51b, d 
(3), e (3)); ten shillings (P.52c, e (3)); one pound (P.53g, h, 
i); one dollar (P.71b) (5); two dollars (P.72c) (2); ten dollars 
(P.74c) (2); twenty dollars (P.69a, b (3), 75c).   Very good 
- very fi ne.  (28)  

 $350 

    

 2524* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, fi ve shillings, 1st 
September 1964, C/10 105052 (P.51d).   Uncirculated.    

 $250 

   2525 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, fi ve shillings, 1st September, 1964 
(P.51d).   Centre fold, good extremely fi ne.    

 $100 

   2526 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, fi ve shillings, 1st 
September 1964, C/13 83404 (P.51d).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $50 

    

 2527* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, 1st 
December 1962, C/5 111145 (P.52c).   Nearly uncirculated.    

 $100 

    

 2528* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, 1st 
September 1964, C/6 143107 (P.52d).   Uncirculated.     

 $500 

    

 2529* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, ten shillings 1st 
September, 1964 C/8 37098 (P.52d).   Nearly uncirculated.    

 $300 

    

 2530* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, 1st 
September 1964, C/6 111457 (P.52d).   Good extremely 
fi ne.    

 $100 
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   2531 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, 1st 
October 1965, C/9 40803 (P.52e).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $60 

   2532 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, ten shillings, 1st 
October, 1965 (P.52e), one pound, 1st December, 1965 
(P.53h).   The last with dirt marks or foxing on back and right 
corner, fi ne - very fi ne.  (2)  

 $80 

    

 2533* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, one pound, 20th 
January 1964, C/15 41048 (P.53f).   Nearly uncirculated.    

 $200 

    

 2534* 
  Fiji,   Government of Fiji, Elizabeth II, one pound, 1st May 
1965 C/17 06152 (P.53g).   Uncirculated.    

 $500 

   2535 
  Fiji,   Central Monetary Authority, ND (1980) one (2), fi ve (2) 
and ten dollars (P.76a, 78a, 79a); ND (1983) one and two 
dollars (P.81a, 82a); Reserve Bank of Fiji, ND (1987-88) one 
(2) and two dollars (P.86a, 87a); ND (1993-95) one (2), two 
and fi ve (2) (P.89a, 90a, 91a); ND (1995-96) two, fi ve, ten 
and twenty dollars (P.96a, 97a, 98b [4], 99a, 99b [3]); ND 
(1998) fi ve dollars (P.101a, 101b[2]); ND (2002) two, fi ve, 
ten, twenty and fi fty dollars (P.104a, 105a[2], 106a, 107a, 
108a[4]).   Uncirculated.  (31)  

 $500 

   2536 
  Fiji,   Reserve Bank of Fiji, Elizabeth II, two dollars, undated 
(1996) A205406/15 ten consecutive notes of the fi rst prefi x 
(P.96a).   Uncirculated.  (10)   

 $50 

    

 2537* 
  France,   Banque De France, twenty francs, 5 February 1912 
(P.68b) 336/J.1138.   Creasing and light folds, fresh colour, 
good very fi ne.   

 $100 

   2538 
  France,   Banque De France, fi ve francs, 2.1.1912 - 2.2.1917 
(P.70); five francs, 19.1.1933 (P.72e); twenty francs, 
17.1.1918 (P.74) (scarce issue but two rusty pin holes); 
twenty francs, 30.10.1941 (P.42b); ten francs, 25.3.1943 
(P.99e) (8), consecutive numbers 47488/94 and 96; twenty 
francs, 29.1.1948 (P.100c) (8), consecutive numbers 12063/6 
and 12277/8 and 66173, 66175; one hundred francs, 
3.4.1952 (P.128d); fi ve hundred francs, 7.2.1946 (P.129a); 
WWII Tresor Central Government note, fi ve hundred francs, 
undated (1944) (P.106).   Several notes with pin holes as usual 
for these issues, otherwise mostly very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  
(23)  

 $200 

   2539 
  France,   small collection of Chamber of Commerce WWI 
period banknotes, noted issues from Cantal, Deux - Sevres, 
La Roche & De La Vendee, Lorient, Mans, Nantes, Periguex, 
Poitiers & De La Vienne, Rochelle, and Toulouse; Banque 
De France certifi cates for exchange of gold for banknotes, 
WWI period, two types (1916 and 1917 issues); also 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia, certifi cate for 1933 loan funding.   
The Chamber of Commerce notes fi tted in a special album, 
mostly with small taping on corners, otherwise very good 
- very fi ne.  (32)   

 $50 

   2540 
  France,   Banque De France, fi ve francs (P.83) (3), ten francs 
(P.73d, e) (2), twenty francs (P.74), fi fty francs (P.127b), one 
hundred francs (P.94) (2), three hundred francs (P.87), one 
thousand francs (P.130b), Allied Military Currency, one 
hundred francs (P.123a).   Some with tears and pin holes, a 
few scarce, overall good - good fi ne.  (12)   

 $50 
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 2541* 
  France,   Banque De France, 1958 Provisional Issue, fi ve new 
francs on fi ve hundred francs, 12.2.1959 (P.137b).   Centre 
fold, pin holes, fresh colour, very fi ne.    

 $150 

    

 

 2542* 
  French Equatorial Africa,   Gouvernement General De 
L'Afrique Equatoriale Francaise, 1940 Emergency WWII 
issue, one thousand francs (P.4; Schwan & Boling 1161) 
Series C No.02262, at right side perforated 114, stamp 
endorsed on back, 'Tresorerie.....Brazzaville 28 Oct 1940 Vu 
Buna Payer'.   Tape repaired on back, some edge paper loss but 
with a fresh colour appearance, very good and very rare.   

 $500 

 In Schwan & Boling it states only three examples of this note have been 
recorded but lists four, Series O number 14555, O/14559-60 consecutive pair 
and H/07369 (illustrated in book). Pick has an illustration of note O/14599 
but has no value for this note type in any condition. This note is Series C 
and it must be regarded as very rare. 

   2543 
  French Indo China,   Banque de L'Indochine, small collection 
from 1921-31 period to 1947-54 period, noted one piastre, 
undated (1932) (P.52), fi ve piastres, undated (1932) (P.53) 
and fi ve hundred piastres, undated (1944-45) (P.68) and 
many others, several in better than normal condition for 
this period.   Stored in three small home-made albums by a 
collector resident in Vietnam, overall mostly fi ne - extremely 
fi ne.  (38)  

 $100 

   2544 
  French Indo China,   Banque de L'Indochine, one piastre, 
undated (1932-39) (P.54e), (Cambodia issue), one piastre, 
undated (1953) (P.93), (Laos issue), one piastre, undated 
(1954) (P.100).   Uncirculated, the last scarce.  (3)   

 $100 

    

 2545 
  Gambia,   Central Bank of the Gambia, twenty fi ve dalasis, 
undated (1987-90) D 822102/3 consecutive pair (P.11b).   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $200 

    

part 

 2546* 
  Germany,   Regional Occupation of Lithuania - World War I, 
State Loan Bank Curency, Eastern Bank of Commerce and 
Industry, Posen (Poznan) ten rubel, 17 April 1918 (P.R124); 
Kourno (Kaunas) fi fty mark, 4 April 1918 (P.R132); Notgeld 
of Memel, half, one (2) fi fty and twenty fi ve mark 1922 (P.1, 
2, 7b, 8).   Very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (7)  

 $250 
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   2547 
  Germany,   WWII, prisoner-of-war camp notes, one and ten 
reichspfennig, one, two and fi ve reichsmark (Campbell 3751-
3756).   Some edge tears, good - fi ne.  (5)   

 $50 

    

 2548* 
  Gibraltar,   Government of Gibraltar, George V, one pound, 
1st October 1927, C144802 (P.12).   Good fi ne and scarce.     

 $300 

    

 2549* 
  Gibraltar,   Government of Gibraltar, Elizabeth II, fi fty pounds, 
1st November 1986, A 075030 (P.24).   Uncirculated.    

 $150 

    

 2550* 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, ten shillings, John Bradbury 
(1914) No. A/18 136249 (P.346).   Many pin holes top left 
corner, otherwise nearly very fi ne.    

 $200 

    

 2551* 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, one pound, John Bradbury 
(1914) FF/6 No. 084348 (P.347).   Many pin holes top left 
corner, otherwise very fi ne.    

 $300 

    

 2552* 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, ten shillings, John Bradbury 
(1915) W/61 No. 094671 (P.348a).   Many pin holes top left 
corner, folds and creases, fi ne.    

 $100 

    

 2553* 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, one pound, John Bradbury 
(1914) F/7 No. 76740 (P.349a).   Margin tears, a hole and 
many pin holes top left corner, paper crisp, nearly very 
fi ne.    

 $100 
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 2554* 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, ten shillings, John Bradbury 
(1918) A/8 No. 618835 (P.350a).   Many pin holes top left 
corner, otherwise very fi ne.    

 $200 

    

 2555* 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, ten shillings, N.K.Warren 
Fisher (1922-3) O/60 938313 (P.358).   Some toning, nearly 
very fi ne.    

 $120 

   2556 
  Great Britain,   treasury note, one pound, N.K.Warren Fisher 
(1919) X1/35 No. 744237 (P.359a).   Split in top margin at 
centre fold, two staple holes top left, otherwise very fi ne.    

 $50 

   2557 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, P.S.Beale (1949-55), ten 
shillings, 67B 266087/8 consecutive pair (P.368b).   Light 
centre fold, otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $120 

   2558 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, P.S.Beale (1949-55), ten 
shillings, 72D 995077/8 consecutive pair (P.368b).   Centre 
fold, otherwise uncirculated.  (2)  

 $100 

   2559 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, ten shillings, P.S.Beale, 
undated (1949-55) 15C 085302/3, 19C 071493/4, two 
consecutive pairs (P.368b).   Nearly uncirculated.  (4)   

 $70 

   2560 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, one pound, K.O.Peppiatt 
(1948-49), A 58B 517171/2 consecutive pair (P.369a).   Three 
folds, otherwise nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $70 

   2561 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, J.S.Forde (1966-70), fi ve 
pounds, W87 282102, 282107 (P.375b).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $100 

   2562 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, J.B.Page (1970-71), 
five pounds, 46E 024963/4 consecutive pair (P.375c).   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $120 

    

 

 2563* 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, J.B.Page (1970-77), one 
pound, error note consecutive pair, top serial number DY15 
541878/9, bottom serial number DY15 541778/9 (P.374g).   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $250 

   2564 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, J.B.Page (1978-80), one 
pound, 43W 753193/7 consecutive run of fi ve (P.377a).   
Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $50 

   2565 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, presentation folder sets 
of two, fi ve pounds, 'Series D' issued November 1971, 
SE90 999578 and 'Series E' issued June 1990, A01 999578 
(P.378f, 382); Bank of England, fi ve pounds, 'Series D' 
issued November 1971, SE68 722601, and twenty pounds, 
'Series D', issued July 1970, 204 722601 (P.378f, 380).   In 
folders of issue, the last set with certifi cate number 101, 
uncirculated.  (2 sets)  

 $180 

   2566 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, presentation folder sets of 
two, ten pounds, 'Series D' issued February 1975 and 'Series 
E' issued April 1992 KR30 998585/6 and A01 998585/6 
consecutive pairs (P.379f, 386a).   In folders of issue with 
consecutive certifi cate numbers 1414/5, uncirculated.  (2 
sets)  

 $200 
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   2567 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, G.M.Gill (1990-91), twenty 
pounds, A 01 998934 (P.384a).   Uncirculated.   

 $100 

   2568 
  Great Britain,   Bank of England, Elizabeth II, twenty 
pounds, 2006, BH13 632108/9 consecutive pair (P.392)(2); 
fi fty pounds, 2010, AC18 293602, AD20 288262 (P.-)(2).   
Uncirculated.  (4)   

 $220 

   2569 
  Great Britain,   British Military Authority issues for British 
troops in North Africa, undated (1943), sixpence - one 
pound (P.M1-6).   The fi rst with numbers written on reverse, 
otherwise fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (6)  

 $180 

   2570 
  Guernsey,   States of Guernsey, ND 1980-1995, one pound 
(P.48a, 52A, B[2], C); fi ve pounds (P.5a,b); ten pounds 
(P.57b[3]); twenty dollars (P.58a).   Uncirculated.  (11)  

 $200 

    

 2571* 
  Guernsey,   The States of Guernsey, Diamond Jubilee of QEIIR 
issue, twenty pounds, undated (2012) QE/60 004695/6 
consecutive pair (P.new).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $130 

    

 2572* 
  India,   Government of India, one rupee (1917), M/9 No. 
830334, signature M.M.S.Gubbay, watermark rayed sun 
in square to right (P.1g).   Minor toning, extremely fi ne and 
rare.   

 $700 

    

 2573* 
  India,   Government of India, ten rupees, universalised issue, 
21 June 1919, no initials, signature Gubbay, AD/90 72826 
(P.A10k; Jhun.2.4.1).   Spindle hole, corner missing, several 
creases, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $550 

    

 2574* 
  India,   Government of India, ten rupees, universalised issue, 
18 June 1920, no initials, signature Gubbay, CE/49 74608 
(P.A10k; Jhun.2.4.1).   Corner missing, many creases, two rust 
holes, spindle hole, edge tear, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $250 

    

 2575* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, fi ve rupees, undated 
(1925) signature J.B.Taylor, N/62 187331 (P.4b; Jhun.4.2).   
Spindle hole at left and tone spot top right, otherwise good 
extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $500 
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 2576* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, ten rupees, undated 
(1925), signature H.Denning, G/94 452594 (P.7a; Jhun.7.1).   
Spindle hole at left, fl at, nearly extremely fi ne.     

 $500 

    

 2577* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, ten rupees, undated, 
signature J.W.Kelly, Q/62 016953 (P.16b; Jhun.8.2).   Good 
extremely fi ne and scarce.     

 $400 

Unique Note Designer's Portfolio

   

lot 2578 part

2578* 
  India,   The Henry Archer Collection of designs for Indian 
and Hyderabad banknotes, 1928 - 1952, consisting of 
Reserve Bank of India, George VI, black and white, uniface 
photographs of proofs (14) for, one, two, two rupees 
eight annas, fi ve, ten, one hundred (two types), and one 
thousand rupees, plus various vignettes and photos of 
George VI, animals, dhows, the Ashoka Column, hand 
drawn sketches and memos (31); Hyderabad, uniface black 
and white photographs of proofs (12) for one, fi ve, ten, 
and one hundred rupees, plus photos of vignettes, memos 
(5), also black and white photographs of the pages from 
the inauguration ceremony brochure for the opening of the 
currency note press in 1928 (6).   Most photos of proofs show 
signs of being removed from a book or album, several small 
repairs, nearly all the other vignettes, photos and other items 
show no faults, mostly very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (68)  

 $9,000 

See notes on next page
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lot 2578 (previous page)

 Ex William L.S. Barrett in 1985 (the second portion of the Archer Archive 
which was sold in two auctions in the UK, the fi rst portion went from Barrett 
to the British Museum in 1984).

Henry Archer was a designer, artist and engraver at India's Currency Note 
Press (CNP) Nasik (Road) from 1928 to 1952. During this period he prepared 
preliminary sketches, essays, proofs and fi nal designs for many of India's 
(and Hyderabad's) banknotes up to independence.

The collection contains sixty-eight items. Forty-fi ve from The Reserve Bank 
of India, seventeen from Hyderabad and six items relating to the Currency 
Note Press. The Reserve Bank of India section contains fourteen George 
VI, black and white uniface photographs of proofs, from one rupee to one 
thousand rupees. The Hyderabad section contains twelve black and white 
uniface photographs of proofs from one rupee to one hundred rupees. 
The collection also contains several hand drawn preliminary sketches, 
handwritten memos, eight actual size and enlarged photographic portraits 
of George VI and thirteen design vignettes from various notes, of animals, 
dhows and the Ashoka Column.

The highlights include proposed front and back designs for a George VI 
two rupees eight annas and a one hundred rupees, with facing portrait of 
George VI and two elephants in the central vignette on the back (see Jhun. 
type 10.2, page 169 and type 10.3, page 170). The Hyderabad notes include 
front and back designs for a one rupee with signature of Mehdi Yar Jung 
(Jhun.2.1 - previously only reported), the back of the large size fi ve rupees 
type which was never issued (Jhun.7.1R) plus a number of partly fi nished 
ten and one hundred rupees.

The earliest item in the collection is a large hand drawn preliminary pencil 
sketch of the front and back of a design for a one? rupee with considerable 
additional information regarding size, number of sheets and number of 
notes. Both one rupee and two rupees eight annas are mentioned. Also a 
preliminary sketch for a one rupee made in 1935 (both signed by Archer 
at a later date). The latest are two different enlarged copies of the stylised 
Ashoka Pillar (Column) used for the Republic issues.

The following fourteen items are all Reserve Bank of India, George VI, black 
and white uniface photographs of printed proofs: 

1-2 Two Rupees, portrait of George VI, facing left, J.B. Taylor signature. 
CNP Specimen logo at left. Front and back as fi nal design for issued note 
(P.17a; Jhun.2.1).

3-4 Two rupees eight annas, portrait of George VI, facing left, CNP Specimen 
logo at left and J.B. Taylor signature. Eleven lines of Indian script on back. 
Proposed design, never issued (P.-; Jhun.10.2).

5-6 Five rupees, portrait of George VI facing, C.D. Deshmukh signature, 
front and back as fi nal design for issued note (P.23; Jhun.4). 

7 Ten rupees, back only with sailing dhow in centre as fi nal design for issued 
note (P.24; Jhun.6.1R).

8-9 One hundred rupees, portrait of George VI facing left, CNP Specimen 
logo at left, J.B. Taylor signature, Calcutta top centre. Back with tiger in 
centre. Front and back as fi nal design for issued note.

10-11 One hundred rupees, George VI facing portrait, C.D. Deshmukh 
signature. Back, two elephants in centre. These proposed designs were not 
issued (P.-; Jhun.10.3O, 10.3R) although a similar back design of the two 
elephants was used at a later stage on a Republic one hundred rupees (P.41; 
Jhun.7.1). The basic front design was also used with some changes (portrait of 
George VI replaced by Ashoka Pillar), some different titles and signature.  

12 One thousand rupees, back with view of mountains. Back as fi nal design 
for issued note (P.21; Jhun.8.1BR).

13-14 One rupee, George VI, front and back uniface hand coloured essays, 
C.E. Jones signature. S. No. N/99 000000. Proposed colours have been 
hand written in the top and bottom margins on the front. The watermark 
of the King has been outlined by a series of dots - see (Jhun.10.1O, 10.1R) 
for a similar piece. 

Other items include a large pencil sketch of the proposed layout for the 
George V 1935 rupee? or two rupees eight annas. The sketch shows front 
and back of a rough design S. No. Y/20 000000, surrounded by other small 
geometric designs and information relating to size (3-7/8' x 2-1/8') numbers 
to be printed (Rs.1/-, Rs.2/8), paper (numbers per sheet; numbers of sheets), 
numbers to be printed daily. Signed by Archer lower right at a later date. 
Both designs show two circles (left and right for the King's portrait and the 
watermark) with a crowned GRI cypher in the centre and serial number 
below on one design.

Another pencil sketch (265mm x 200mm) by Archer shows Two Indian 
Buck. The title to this sketch is 'Back of Rs 5'. At a later date, Archer has 
added the words 'In 1936/7 I made this pencil sketch at the London Zoo. 
When designing the Rs.5 in India I put these Indian Buck on the reverse, 
signed by Archer lower right. There is also a black and white photograph 
of the completed vignette. See (P.23; Jhun.4.2R) for the fi nal design on the 
fi ve rupees.

One of the memos addressed to the engraver(s) Archer and H.W. Barr, dated 
10/9/34 is entitled 'Note Designs for Reserve Bank'. It stated 'Although not 
defi nitely settled that Reserve Bank will have their notes printed here, it is 
highly probable that they will, and that the C.N.P. will remain a Govt. of 
India concern acting in a close liaison with the bank. It is unlikely that the 
bank will employ an outsider to design their notes and we must therefore 
be prepared to produce designs at short notice.....' The memo goes on to 
state that the King's head would appear on the notes and that they should 
provide preliminary designs for 5, 10, 100, 1000 and 10,000 rupees during 
the next six months.

As an artist, engraver and designer, Archer was also involved in designing 
notes for Hyderabad, Ceylon, Nepal, Gulf Rupees, (Indian charity notes), 
probably Pakistan, Burma and the fi rst post independence Indian issues.  

HYDERABAD

Archer was involved in designing the Hyderabad notes produced at Nasik. 
The collection contains twelve black and white uniface photographs of 
proofs as follows:

1-2 One rupee, uniface front and back. With signature of Mehdi Yar Jung 
(1939). Type as (P.S271; Jhun.2.1). A note written by Archer at a later date 
states 'I made a memo then that the (this) Re1 (one rupee) was not issued, 
thus making this note extremely rare'. Jhunjhunwalla states that it has been 
reported but not confi rmed (page 294).

3 Five rupees (small size), front design (no under print) with signature of 
Fakhr Yar Jung (1936-1938 and 1940-41) with CNP Specimen logo top 
right. 

4 Five rupees, front design (under print). These two notes make up the fi nal 
front design as (PS.273; Jhun.6.1).

5 Five rupees (large size), back type with design of fi ve one rupee coins but 
no under print (similar to Jhun.7.1R).

6 Ten rupees, front design (no under print or tint) signature of Fakhr Yar 
Jung (1936-1938 and 1940-41) with CNP Specimen logo top right.

7 Ten rupees, front design (under print). These two notes make up the fi nal 
front design as (P.S274; Jhun.9.1AO).

8 Ten rupees, front design, signature of Liaquat Jung (1945-1947), with 
CNP Specimen logo top right.

9 Ten rupees, back design. These two notes make up the fi nal design as 
(P.S274; Jhun 9.4).

10 One hundred rupees, front design (no under print), signature of Fakhr Yar 
Jung (1936-1938 and 1940-1941) with CNP Specimen logo to right. 

11 One hundred rupees, front design (under print).
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12 One hundred rupees, back design. These three notes (10, 11, 12) make 
up the fi nal designs as (P.S275; Jhun.11.1).

Also in the Hyderabad collection is a hand written memo asking Archer to 
'Pl(ease) come over and see me in CNP (Currency Note Printing) Offi ce re 
Hyderabad notes. 11.15am', initialled (and dated) ??/6/36. Another memo 
(reduced photograph) states 'Please bring up to my S.P.I. offi ce the proof of 
the Rs.10/- (ten rupees) Hyderabad note'. Initialled 4/6/5 (4-6-1935). On 
a black and white photograph of the Hyderabad coat of arms, Archer has 
written (later in life) 'Stylised coat of arms by (signed T.I. Archer)'.

In his old age, Archer wrote on small pieces of paper, additional descriptions 
and information about some of the items in the collection. These have been 
kept with the collection. A small photograph of a drawing (self portrait?) 
of a smiling Archer is included in the collection. He has added the words 
'1928-1952/T.I. Archer/Designer'in three lines. Jhunjhunwalla refers to 
him as Henry Archer (page 168) although many of the memos etc appear 
to have the initials 'T.I. Archer'. The collection also contains a set of three 
charity notes (Kadi) with the portrait of Gandhi at right. All are signed 'Mr 
T.I. Archer' at lower left.

There are also black and white photographs of the cover and the next two 
pages of the special 'Inauguration Ceremony' brochure for the opening of 
the currency press on 14th April 1928. Also photographs of the special ten 
rupees specimen note that was included in the brochure.

Referring to the starting of the note printing press by Sir Nath Mitra, Archer 
states the banknote sheets 'were cut and given to guests - about 200 sheets'. 
On the photograph of the ten rupee he has written 'existing design from de 
la Rues from London 1928' There is also a photo (damaged) of Sir George 
Willis, the former Master, India Security Press.

Some of the uniface banknote proof designs have the word 'top' written in 
pencil on the back. Most of them show signs on the back of being removed 
from a book or photo album. The front of the two rupees has three letters 
written in blue crayon? and a small hole has been repaired. The front of 
the 100 rupees has a vertical tear on the right margin which has also been 
repaired on the back with tape. The front top left corner of the one rupee 
is missing due to its removal from a book. The back has been repaired with 
tape on the left margin. Most of the Hyderabad photos of proofs also show 
signs on the back of being removed from a book or album.  

    

 2579* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, fi ve rupees (1928-35), 
signature J.W.Kelly (1935), Q/88 480135 (P.15b; Jhun.5.2).   
Staple hole and spindle hole at left, otherwise extremely 
fi ne.    

 $400 

    

lot 2580

 2580* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, fi ve rupees, undated 
(1938) signature J.B.Taylor, F/45 959578 (P.18a; Jhun.3.1).   
Uncirculated.   

 $170 

    

 2581* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, ten rupees, signature 
Taylor, undated (issued 1938), G/6 244377 (P.19a; Jhun.5.1).   
Spindle hole and staple holes at left, tone spots at right, fl at, 
very fi ne.   

 $150 

    

 2582* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, ten rupees, signature 
J.B.Taylor, undated (issued 1938), D/33 855939 (P.19a; 
Jhun.5.1).   Two staple holes and rubber date stamp on back, 
fl at, extremely fi ne.   

 $70 

    

 2583* 
  India,   The Reserve Bank of India, George VI, one hundred 
rupees, signature C.D.Deshmukh, undated (issued 1943), 
Bombay, B/4 742942, watermark profile head (P.20b; 
Jhun.7.2A).   Two staple holes at left, fl at, nearly extremely 
fi ne.    

 $800 
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 2584* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature C.D. Deshmukh, undated (issued 1943), Bombay, 
A/82 982960, watermark profi le head (P.20b; Jhun.7.2A).   
Two staple holes, nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $750 

    

 2585* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, one thousand 
rupees, signature J.B. Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Bombay, 
A/0 623382 (P.21a; Jhun.8.1A).   Two spindle holes, other pin 
holes, note repaired through part centre fold, also top and 
bottom borders, soiled, handwritten numbers on front and 
back of note, very good and rare.   

 $1,000 

    

 2586* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, ten rupees, signature 
C.D.Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), H/24 310321 (P.24; 
Jhun.6.1).   Several pin and staple holes, otherwise extremely 
fi ne.    

 $70 

    

 2587* 
  India,   Government of India, George VI, one rupee, 1940 
(issued 1944), signature C.E.Jones, W/73 874033, black 
serial numbers @(P.25a; Jhun.1.1A).   Spindle hole at left, 
uncirculated.   

 $80 

   2588 
  India,   Government of India, George VI, one rupee, 1940 
(issued 1944), Q/20 145304, black serial number (P.25a; 
Jhun.1.1A).   Spindle hole, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $50 

   2589 
  India,   Government of India, George VI, one rupee, 1940 
(issued 1944), signature C.E.Jones, L/1 383969 and L/87 
432772, green serial numbers and 'A' bottom right corner 
(P.25d; Jhun.1.1C), R/49 910365, black serial number (P.25a; 
Jhun.1.1A).   Very good; two staple holes, uncirculated; very 
fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

    

 2590* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees, signature Sir 
B.Rama Rau (1950), D/12 568664 (P.37a; Jhun.4.1.2).   
Several pin holes, extremely fi ne.   

 $80 
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 2591* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees, signature Sir 
B.Rama Rau (1950), C/6 385121 (P.37b; Jhun.4.1.2).   One 
staple hole and a pin hole, extremely fi ne.    

 $70 

    

 2592 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, one hundred rupees (1953), 
Sir B.Rama Rau, serial number in red A/18 731818 (P.42b; 
Jhun.7.3.1).   Two staple holes at left, good very fi ne.    

 $100 

    

 2593* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, one hundred rupees (1960), 
serial numbers in red AB/94 414641, Bhattacharya (P.45; 
Jhun.7.4.2).   Several pin holes and spindle hole at left, good 
very fi ne.   

 $100 

    

 2594* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Government of India, one rupee, 1957 
(issued 1959), A.K.Roy signature, Z/5 367495 'B' (P.R1; 
Jhun.12.1.1).   Usual two staple holes, uncirculated and rare 
in this condition.   

 $320 

    

 2595* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees (1959), 
signature Iengar, Z/13 773174 'A' (P.R3; Jhun.12.3.1).   Staple 
holes at left, good very fi ne.    

 $1,250 

    

 2596* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees 
(1959), signature Iengar, Z/2 698707 'A' (P.R3; Jhun.12.3.1).   
Flattened of folds, extremely fi ne.    

 $300 
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 2597* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, specimen ten rupees, undated 
(1996), 000 000000, SPECIMEN stamped in red on the front 
only (P.89c).   Uncirculated.    

 $1,500 

    

 2598* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, specimen one hundred rupees, 
undated (1996), A 000000, SPECIMEN stamped in red on 
front and back (P.91d).   Uncirculated.    

 $1,200 

    

 2599* 
  India,   Reserve Bank of India, specimen fi ve hundred rupees, 
undated (1996), 000000, specimen No. 00007, SPECIMEN 
stamped in red on front and back (P.92a).   Uncirculated.   

 $1,500 

 Together with descriptive booklet from the XIII Pacifi c Rim Banknote 
Printers' Conference, Bangalore, 1997. 

    

 2600* 
  India,   Hyderabad, ten rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz Jung, 
(FE1344/1934-35) BZ 75305 (P.S265F; Jhun.8.3).   Heavy 
folds and creases with splits and holes, good and scarce.   

 $300 
   2601 
  India,   Madras, second of exchange, 1823, for 841 pounds 
sterling, dated Madras, 14 August 1823, No. 150, payable 
fi ve months after sight; another, Madras, 1827, second of 
exchange for fi fty pounds sterling, dated Madras, 12th July 
1827, No. 1072, to Messers Coutts & Co, Bankers, London.   
Very fi ne; nearly very fi ne, both very rare.  (2)   

 $50 

    

 part

2602* 
  India,   Agra Bank Limited, Calcutta branch, 187-, unissued 
cheque; Royal Bank of India, London (late East India House) 
branch 186-, unissued cheque (both printed on blue paper 
by Nissen and Parker, London; Savanur State, one anna, 
No.6929, hand dated 15/7/41 on back, probably part of a 
fi scal document.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

    

 part

2603* 
  India,   Oudh and United Service Bank Ltd, cheque, 186, 
unissued; State Bank of India, 'specimen' travellers cheques 
for 100 rupees YF000000; 500 rupees ZA000000; The 
Calcutta Tramways Company Limited, canteen coupon, half 
anna 1953.   First item rare bank, very fi ne - uncirculated.  
(4)  

 $80 
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   2604 
  India,   Piploda State (princely state), PNL Court Fee 
documents, 1930s, all different with each featuring the 
Piploda State arms.   Usual spike holes, otherwise extremely 
fi ne.  (4)   

 $50 

   2605 
  India,   Bill of Lading, Peary Chand Mittra and Sons, for 500 
bags of rice and 500 bags of oats, shipped from river Hoogly, 
Calcutta, dated 8th March 1867 to Mauritius; another from 
L. Gandolphe, various goods shipped from Madras, dated 
18 November 1867 to Mauritius.   First missing small pieces 
from right corners, otherwise good fi ne and rare.  (2)  

 $50 

   2606 
  India,   Stafford Hill & Co, London, fi rst of exchange, 1907, 
?93.2.1 payable thirty days after sight at Bombay; another 
Manchester, 27 May 1908, ?125.16.1 payable in Bombay; 
another Manchester, 26 September 1908, ?70.6.6 payable 
in Bombay sixty days after sight, all with impressed duty 
stamps and Govt of India 'Foreign Bill' stamps on back.   
Mostly fi ne - very fi ne.  (3)   

 $70 

    

 2607* 
  Iran,   Shah Reza, one hundred rials, AH1317, overprinted 
on back with purple date stamp, AH1319 (1940), (P.36AC).   
Fine.    

 $90 

   2608 
  Iran,   Kingdom, Bank Markazi Iran, fi ve hundred rials, 
undated (1975-79) signature 15 (P.104a) remainder, uncut 
vertical trio.   Uncirculated.   

 $150 

 Slabbed by Paper Money Guaranty as 66 Gem Uncirculated EPQ.  

   2609 
  Iran,   Kingdom, Bank Markazi Iran, fi ve hundred rials, 
undated (1974-79), signature 15 (P.104a) remainder, uncut 
vertical pair, at top front edge is written 'Iran 500 New 
Lay Out', back top right edge with sheet identifi er, 'AW'.   
Uncirculated.   

 $100 

 Slabbed by Paper Money Guaranty as 66 Gem Uncirculated EPQ.  

   2610 
  Iran,   Kingdom, Bank Markazi Iran, fi ve hundred rials, 
undated (1974-79), signature 15 (P.104a).   Uncirculated.   

 $50 

 Slabbed by Paper Money Guaranty as 65 Gem Uncirculated EPQ.  

   2611 
  Ireland,   Central Bank of Ireland, one pound, 12.6.57, serial 
number 94E 395039, ten shillings, 6.6.68, serial number 
88P644480 (P.63a).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $150 

    

 2612* 
  Ireland,   Republic, Central Bank, twenty pounds, 28.2.72, 
33X 052902 (P.67b).   Nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $300 

   2613 
  Ireland, Northern Ireland,   Ulster Bank Limited, C.McCarthy, 
25th November 2006, five pounds, GB119371/5 five 
consecutive (P.339) George Best commemorative issues each 
with commemorative folder.   Uncirculated.  (5)   

 $100 

   2614* 
  Ireland,   Northern Ireland, Northern Bank Limited, Belfast, 
1 July 1970, specimen set of one pound (prefi x C), fi ve 
pounds (D), ten pounds (E), twenty pounds (F), fi fty pounds 
(G) and one hundred pounds (H) all with serial number 
0000000, SPECIMEN stamped in red diagonally, front and 
back, one central punch hole cancellation in each (P.187-92).   
Uncirculated.  (6)  

 $600 

   2615 
  Isle of Man,   Isle of Man Government, Elizabeth II, ten 
shillings, undated (1961), 002260, A349685, A473659 
(P.24a, b (2)).   Nearly uncirculated; good extremely fi ne; 
good very fi ne.  (3)  

 $100 

    

 2616* 
  Isle of Man,   Isle of Man Government, Elizabeth II, one 
pound, undated (1961), 039259 (P.25a).   Good extremely 
fi ne and scarce.   

 $80 
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 2617* 
  Isle of Man,   Isle of Man Government, Elizabeth II, fi ve 
pounds, undated (1961), 000353 (P.26a).   Light centre fold, 
nearly uncirculated and rare, a low serial number.    

 $500 

   2618 
  Isle of Man,   Isle of Man Government, fi fty new pence, 
undated (1972), scarce P.H.G.Stallard signature (P.28a).   
Uncirculated.    

 $50 

   2619 
  Isle of Man,   Isle of Man Government, Elizabeth II, one 
pound, undated (1972), G290006 (P.29); (1979), H0880157 
(P.34a); (1983), M013428 (P.38a).   Very fi ne; nearly extremely 
fi ne; extremely fi ne.  (3)  

 $60 

    

 2620* 
  Jamaica,   Bank of Jamaica, Elizabeth II, fi ve shillings, undated 
(1964) GG 474135 (P.51Ad).   Uncirculated.     

 $180 

    

 2621* 
  Jamaica,   Bank of Jamaica, fi ve dollars (1970) Q 480008/9 
consecutive pair (P.56).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $220 

    

 2622* 
  Jamaica,   Bank of Jamaica, ten dollars (1976) AQ 377872 
(P.62).   Nearly uncirculated.    

 $130 

   2623 
  Jersey,   German Occupation WWII, States of Jersey, undated 
(1941-42), sixpence, number 115460, one shilling, number 
50211, two shillings, number 141397 (P.1a, 2a, 3a).   Some 
foxing spots on fi rst, otherwise fi ne - good very fi ne.  (3)   

 $300 

   2624 
  Jersey,   German Occupation WWII, States of Jersey, two 
shillings, undated (1941-42), No.110716 (R.3b).   Creases 
and folds, very fi ne.   

 $90 

   2625 
  Jersey,   The States of Jersey, undated (1976-88) specimen set 
of one, fi ve, ten and twenty pounds (P.11s, 12s, 13s, 14s), 
matching Maltese cross prefi xed serial number 007092, 
diagonal overprint SPECIMEN front and back in red on 
fi rst three notes and in black on last.   Together with a story 
card on Jersey banknotes, uncirculated.  (4)  

 $250 

   

part 

 2626* 
  Jersey,   States of Jersey, one, fi ve, ten, twenty and fi fty pounds, 
undated (2010) (P.32-36) AD001028 all matching fi rst prefi x, 
plus Diamond Jubilee of QEIIR issue, one hundred pounds, 
undated (2012) (P.new) QE60002097.   Uncirculated.  (6)   

 $450 

     


